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ABSTRACT
Intended for industry trainers and Technical and

Further Education teachers in Australia, especially those who are
consultants to industry, this manual on the design and use of
learning guides is presented in two main parts. Part 1 provides basic
information on learning guides--why their development is important,
what they are, why they should be used, how to make the best use of
them, how learning guides fit in with competency-based training, and
how to uee them with a computer-managed learning approach. Part 2

focuses on design for learning guides and includes discussions on:
(1) matching of learning guides with existing resources; (2)

evaluation of the learning resources; (3) the learning guide design
team; (4) the parts of the learning guide; (5) writing of
supplementary learning materials; and (6) presentation guidelines for
learning guide writers. Appendixes include a paper on definitions
that complements Part 1 and a bibliography of 27 useful resources on
award and industry restructuring. An attachment includes three
examples of learning guides that have been produced by two industry
organizations and a TAFE organization. Also attached is a learning
guide on how to write a learning guide. Contents include learning
outcomes, needed resources, 12 activities that guide the user through
the relevant sections of the manual, self-check sections at the end
of each activity, review, final assessment, and annotations of three
books for further reading. (YLB)
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Preface

This manual is intended to meet the growing demand by TAPE
and industry for an easy-to-use manual on the design and use of
learning guides. This manual is therefore timely in the current
context of award and industry restructuring under which
Australia's training effort is being improved.

This manual was supported by funds from the Australian
Committee on TAPE Curriculum (ACTC). The TAFE National
Centre for Research and Development Ltd., based in South
Australia, acted as the manager for the project

Learning guides are a way of allowing learners to acquire
knowledge and skills in order to perform industry-based tasks,
gain certification for work in their chosen occupation or assist
workers who need to be retrained. Learners develop these skills
(or competencies) by being directed to a wide variety of learning
resources, and by undertaking a series of structured learning
activities.

The primary audience for this manual is TAFE teachers,
especially those who are consultants to industry on a range of
training related matters. Industry trainers will also find this
manual of great value.

The manual is not designed for those such as instructional
designers, curriculum development officers or educational
technologists already experienced in instructional materials
development. However, there are elements contained within the
manual, which could act as resource material and as 'idea
generators'.

rib give this manual a national flavour not reflecting any
particular State bias, ACTC liaison officers in each State and
Thrritory nominated experienced instructional materials
developers to act as an ad hoc advisory committee for this project.
We would like to acknowledge these people, without whose input
this project would have been much more difficult to complete.

.............
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How to use this manual
V.%

In keeping with a learning guide's theme of flexibility, there are a

number of options available for using this manual.

OPTION 1

If you are uncertain about what a learning guide is, you should
begin by reading Part 1, Sections 1-6 of the manual, the
complementary paper on definitions in Appendix A and useful

resources on award and industry restructuring in Appendix B.
You may also wish to use the learning guide on developing

learning guides (How to write a learning guide) which has been
designed to support this publication.

opnoN 2

If you need to develop learning guides, but are uncertain how to

go about collecting and evaluating the learning resources
necessary to support the guides, read Part 2, Sections 7-9.

OPTION 4

OPTION 3

If you are deciding whether to write the guide alone or establish a
development team, read Part 2, Section 10.

How b use this manual

If you believe you have reasonable understanding of what

learning guides are and how they can be used, and you have
collected and appraised your learning resources, you can go

directly to the design sections (Part 2, Sections 11-13 and the
learning guide examples). Using the learning guide on How to

write a learning guide, which complements this manual, you can
begin developing your guide.

9
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OPTION 5

More experienced learning guide writers may like to begin by
reviewing the learning guide examples at the end of the manual
and the sections on writing supplementary materials and
presentation guidelines.

OPTION 6

Instructional designers, educaUonal materials developers and
curriculum and training consultants can use the manual as a
referents tool for guiding learning guide writers through the

various development stages. The examples included throughout
the manual can be used as idea generators.

We have left plenty of blank space in this manual to allow you to
annotate, cross reference and add personal commenb to make this
publication more useful to you.

A learning guide entitled How to write a learning guide has also
been produced to complement this mantral.

6
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Understanding
learning guides

Main themes:
Why is the development of learning
guides important now?

What are learning guides?

Why use learning guides?

How do we make the best use of
learning guides?

How do learning guides fit in with
competencrbased training?

Can learning guides be used with a
computer-managed learning
approach?



Why is the development of
learning guides important now?

At no other time in the past two decades has there been such a
cordunction of influences that will impact more on the way we
deliver education and training. Rapid technological change,
industrial and award restructuring, skills formation, multi-
skilling/broadbanding and the 'fraining Guarantee Scheme are
but a few of these major changes.

Traditional training methods cannot respond quickly enough to
the requirements of an organisation which needs to maintain a
skilled workforce. Industry and award restructuring is leading to
the progressive break down ofjob demarcations. Moreover, as the
need for a multi-skilled worker emerges it will place an even
greater demand on training methods to be flexible, efficient and
cost-effective.

Learning guides, when properly designed and used, can make a
major contribution to the education and training of a skilled
workforce. This nmnual will help you to design such learning
guides.

Barry Jones, MEM, former Federal Minister for Science believes
that few jobs for which people are now being trained will be in
existence in a recognisably similar form by the year 2000. In
addition, the tradition of one job for life, or a succession ofjobs
within a single enterprise, will become increasingly rare. It is
possible that an individual may, throughout their working life,
have six or more mAjor career changes. Influenced by
technological change, socio-political and economic factors, or by
choice, the need for people to adopt a life-long orientation to
learning' (that is, the need for people to acknowledge that their
learning doesn't stop when they leave school') will have major
ramifications for vocational education and training.

The retraining of large groups of workers as their jobs disappear
or radically change will rely heavily on the effectiveness and
efficiency of our education and training efforts. In part it will

Port 1
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draw on the practical experiences of the many educators and
tn._ _ere currently applying their knowledge on how adults learn.
The integration of these principles of adult learning and the so
called transferable skills (such as communication skills, problem-
solving, decision-making, research skills etc.) will become
mandatory in learning design including designing learning
guides.

Learning guides, along with the existing and newer training
technologies associated with open learning and more flexible
approaches to delivery , will help industry and formal vocational
training agencies such as TAFE to meet their respective
training/retraining responsibilities.

The following factors will influence how learning guides are
designed and used:

competency-based training and assessment

the increasing importance of workplace assessment

more formalised and informal on-the-job training

better recognition of prior learning

the increasing use of open learning and more flexible modes
of delivery of learning

more individualised learning.

A bibliography - Getting further information on award and industry

restructuring - is included in Appendix B of this manual for those

teachers and trainers needing information about the above issues.

10 13
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Mat are learning guides?
+Z^,Msm=a4=grzar===UmutkuKcx,Q,,;,V,:amat:%,;z

A learning guide is a structured booklet designed to direct the
learner through a series of learning activities and to a range of
resources to achieve specified competencies or learning outcomes.
It can be seen as a road map or set of directions that shows the
learner how to get fivm where theyare, to where they want to be
(for example, employed and skilled in their chosen (or a new)
occupation). It directs the learner to the appropriate learning
resources, where to find them, and to the essential information
contained within these resources. It also drects them to
additional resources for fiirther reading if the learner wishes to
pursue the We/subject matter in more detail. It describes
learning activities which they must undertake to acquire the
requisite knowledge and skills, as well as providing feedback in
the form of self-assessment questions (formative assessment),
sometimes using a computar-based testing system to provide that
feedback.

These learner-centred booklets are usually in a printed format.
The learning guide can vary in length. It may 'snip from 10-20
pages anl take a learner 8-10 hours to complete. However, where
learning guides are used in industry they tend to be shorter (in
the 1-4 hour range). Learning guides are not textbooks. Every
word c3untat They usually do not contain large amounts of
content-specific information themaelves. Learning modules on
the other hand are usually much larger and basically self-
contained; that is, they contain all the information and resources
a learner is likely to need to achieve the learning outcomes.
Learning guides :Are designed to meet a specific learning outcome
or develop a specified competency rather than cover an entire
topic or subject area.

The guide, to use computer jargon, should he 'user-friendly' and
adhere to basic principles of adult learning and instructional
design. More importantly, it should be well-designed so the
learner is motivated to achieve the learning outcomes or
competencies in an enjoyable, interesting and rewarding way.

Although the guide states the standard that must be achieved
before the learner is considered competent, and can direct the

Part 1 14 11



learner to the appropriate competency test where the learner
must actually demonstate the skill (summative assessment),
it is not the learning guide which does the final
assessment of the learner's competenc34 That responsibility
still resides with the teacher/trainer or assessor.

This manual is designed to help you develop learning guides
because:

they are easier and quicker to write than 'modules'

they can be readily revised and updated

they are much less ea-pensive to produce than 'modules'

they use resources already available

they help the learner practise the skills of accessi,ng and
using information

they help provide for a more cost-effective use of educational
resources.

IAlthough the term learning module is frequently used in WE and
industry, there is still some conksion about the use of this and its
companion terms, study guide, subject guide anc; teacher's/
insbvctor's guide.

The paper, Guides or modules? - sorting out the definitions
(Appentlix A) may be useful background information for.

instrucrtonal materials development teams

course/programme administrators

teachers/trainers

curriculum development staff

instructional designers/educational technologists

where there is a need to achieve an agreed position on definitions.
This is when educational institutions c other organisations
are col , - ng on national projecb involving the various
Statestienitories in the development of instructional materials.

if you are uncertain about any of the terms you should read
Appendix A now. Otherwise continue to the next section.

A bibliography Getting further idonnation on award and industry
restructuring - is included in Appendix B of this manual for those
teachers anti trainers needing information about those issues.

1 2 1 5
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Why use learning guides? *
WAVNISM.,`"VMAMILMMVMUMMZEUMMeTOMUieM:Y.:M\sVM:MV:Z=M,A

Learning guides:

can contribute significantly to reducing learner anxiety and
stress about learning new knowledge and skills by providing
them with a road map to guide them through the learning
process.

direct learners to a spectrum of resources, mam of which
already exist in organisations but are often undevutilised.

are relatively inexpenthve to produce, distribute and update,
and represent, for the most part, a one-off cost.

are easier to write than their module counterpart, as pro
formes or templates can be developed by experienced
instructional materials developers for novice learning guide
writers to follow.

can increase the usefulness of resources by including
additional statements by the writer (known as value-added
comments) which highlight any limitations or exceptional
features about the resources.

can be a mechanism by which specialist knowledge of workers
can be recorded and retained, and which may otherwise be
lost as experienced staff leave the organisation.

are not as instructionally demanding or as expensive to
produce as computer-assisted learning programmes because
they are print-based and do not require the development
time of such resources.

encourage learners to use their own learning style.

support the use of computers or other advanced training
delivery technologies, where these are proven to be cost-
effective.

are relatively inexpensive to produce and reproduce, allowing
learners to retain them, write notes in them and refer to
them at any time.

are not necessarily dependent on technology to be used to
their full potential.

This section hos boo adapted from materlal developed by Fmk Miller and Nev Pryor of

ELMS homing Monagsment Systems, Milan, Queensland

part 1
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address only one specific outcome or competency (or a small
number of related outcomes) at a time and therefore are well
suited for integration into competency-bancl training
programmes.

enable training programmes to be tailored to an individual
learner's needs.

are ideal for 'on-site' training or retraining.

can be integrated with either traditional training methods or
technology-based delivery systems.

can be relatively easily updated to allow new resources or
learning activities to be incorporated.

provide a 'mix-and-match' learning environment from which
specific courses or training programmes can be assembled.

allow cost-effective course revisions by the addition
and/or deletion of content areas without having to reconstruct
the entire course.

allow companies or organisations to respond quickly to the
need to develop learning materials to train staff to operate
new equipment or introduce new industrial techniques or
processes.

Learning guides are specifically designed around adult learning
principles which are characterized by the following:

adult learnbrs generally prefer to be directed to resources and
learning activities given their time constraints ( work and/or
personal life).

adult learners need to know what they are expected to learn,
what they have to do (in terms of reading, writing and
'hands-on' activities) and what level of proficiency they are
required to achieve to complete the task.

adult learners engage in learning in order tc gain information
or skills to help them deal with a specific situation or solve a
problem. Adults want results!

adults usually want results now! They are concerned with
the acquisition of knowledge and skills that can be used
immediately.

adult learners require training programmes to have well-
defined outcomes and a dearly established pathway to the
acquisition of specific knowledge or skills.



How do we make the best use of
learning guides?

Learning guides allow knowledge and skills to be presented in a
format which is accessible to learners, whenever and wherever
such information is required. Importantly, learning guides direct
learners to, and through, a learning process which is based on the
experience of the learning guide's writers. The learning guide is
designed to ensure that the widest range of resources is used.
Learning resources encompass such things as textbooks,
manuals, workshop exercises, audio or videocassettes, individual,
small and large group acfivities, simulations, site visits,
computer-based delivery approaches, face-to-face discussions with
teachers, trainers or colleagues etc.

All essential resources and activities available are presented to
the learner in the guide. Learners, supported by guides (which
act, in effect, as personal mentors) work through the learning
activities largely at their own pace and using a preferred learning
style. If necessary, the guides can direct the learner to specified
and timetabled small or large group learning activities. In-text
questions and self.assessment questions are an integral part of
the guide material, answers being discussed either directly with a
teacher/trainer, or obtained from the guide, or on demand from a
computer terminal. Computer-based systems can provide
automatic correction of self-assessment items and, if appropriate,
can refer learners to appropriate remedial activities. Assessment
of overall competence, that is, "Is the learner able to do the task?"
is normally undertaken by the teacher/trainer under workplace
conditions (or as close to 'real-world' conditions as possible).
Although they may be referred to in the guide, such assessment
activities do not form part of it.

Learning guides should be physically separable from the learning
resources which support them. However, the two components,
guide and resources, may be brought together in a package for
learner convenience if appropriate.

A
I s
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The separation of learning guides from resources is adopted for
the following reasons:

in most cases a learning guide need simply refer to resources
which already exist, are readily accessible and which it is
often difficult on cost grounds to justify reproducing and
including with every guide. In some cases, the same resource
could be referred to by more than one guide.

in some instances, once the structured learning process is
over, learners may wish simply to refer to resources
themselves but without the support of a guide.

the cost of extracting and republishing already existing
learning resource material for inclusion in guides may
involve copyright complications which can be avoided simply
by the separating the guides from their associated resources.

by keeping the guide component as small as possible, they
can be provided and distributed in relatively large quantities
at minininl cost.

learning guides support a mature search and learn approach
to locating and obtaining resources, a process which is
important in both the workplace and in an educational
context.

resources will not always be in print form, and thus may not
necessarily be conveniently integrated with guides.

By keeping resources separate, their integrity is
maintained and their usefulness to the learner (as an aid to
learning) is enhanced because they represent a
comprehensive set of resources in a variety of media. This
helps to support a range of learning styles and ensures that
those with limited availability are used efficiently and
effectively.

by separating the learning guide from the resources, teachers
and trainers who are developing learning guides are less
likely to be put off by the task, particularly in cases when
resources already exist and therefore simply need to be
referred to, or commented upon, to make their content more
relevant. Significant rewriting of resource m terials may be
unwarranted.

1 6
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the learning guide is usually that component of a learning
programme which contains the 'life experience' and 'wisdom'
of the learning guide's writer. It gives structure and
sequence to the learning process. The resources , although
relevant and necessary, may or may not be stimulating or
even instructionally sound, however, with the support of the
guide even less than perfect resources can be effective in
supporting learning.

I combining guides and resources into a single document (such
as a learning module) can result in unnecessary and costly
design work. This may not be justified either in terms of
cost or in increased learning effectiveness.

learning guides should be easily uvlated, not the resources.
The fact that learning resources are out-of-date can be
highlighted in the appropriate section of the learning guide
while new learning resources can be readily incorporated in
the learning guides when identified. Therefore, guides can be
updated on an annual basis, or more frequently if necessary.
On the other hand the resources themselves can have life
spans of several years or more.

the ease with which learning guides can be updated enables
changes in workplace technology, new legislation and better
resource materials to be inamporated rapidly.

by using the learning guide approach, writers are
discouraged from the tendency to write another textbook
or set of lecture notes when adequate resources already
exist.

5
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How do learning guides fit in witha
a compelencrbased training?

.$,,`:-,:::::.,,',:.'s:,:an.::r..:4'''..,.:,.:.?,',',,:,":.:::..:..',.,:.,';:.,,,:.::::..;;.,<::.,;',:.-.:.::',":-;:4;:s'....:: ......... , ::. . :...:g
Although competency-based training is not new to vocationala education and training, it has gai...ed a new impetus as a means

O of linking national skill standards to the training funcfion under
industry restructuring and the associated restructuring of
industrial awards.

a
The basic principles of competency-based training (CBT) are:

training is based on carefidly identified competencies which
are made explicit to both the teacher/trainer, the learner,
industry and the wider community

a criteria for assessing achievement are based on workplace
standards

the learning programme provides for individual development
and assessment for each specified competency

assessment uses the actual performance of each competency
as the main source of evidence of achievement

learners move through the programme at their own best rate
by demonstrating attainment of specified competencies.

A report produced by the TAFE National Centre for Research and
Development* gives us further information by defining
'competence' and 'competency-based training'. Competence is the
performance of a task to specified standards and in accordance
with specified conditions.

A statement of competence describes:

the skills that are used in the performance of the task

the standards of performance of those skills in terms of
routine and non-routine skills

the conditions associated with the normal performance of the
specified skills.5
Peter Thomson (1991) Competency-based training: some devebpment
and assessment issues for policymakers. Adelaide: TAFE National Centre for
Research and Development.

,......;.... .......;::. . :: . ,....
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Competency-based training is a form of training which may
include the following characteristics:

learners can be assessed for their competency at any time
they (or their teachers or trainers believe they) are ready

training can be provided in a modular form if this approach is
appropriate or requested by industry

assessment is for the most part based on actual
demonstration of skills

learners can obtain exemption from part of the training (and
move to the next unit of worL) on the basis of their assessed
competences

learners' results are recorded in terms of a statement of
competencies.

One of the aims of this nuumal is to help put these principles of
competency-based training into practice if the guides to be
designed require it. The competency-based learning approach is
dependent on instructionally-sound, high quality instructional
materials. Learning guides are an extremely useful instructional
medium for this approach.

Learning guides may be small in size but they are important in
competency-based training since they are designed to take mAjor
responsibility for routine instruction, guiding the learner to
successful achievement of each occupational competency

Arguably the competency-based training approach cannot reach
its full potential without using learning guides in one form or
another.

Learning guides are only effective if those who are designing
them are skilled in the structure and format of such materials.
(Part 2 deals with this in detail.)

Highly structured (where necessary), well-conceived and carefully
developed learning guides are needed to make the complex
activities of competency-based training effective and efficient.

The use of learning guides enables the fastest learners to move
ahead when ready while the slower learners can be given the
time they need to master the task. As the mAjority of routine
teaching is taken over by the learning guides, the teacher/trainer
is able to work more with individuals or small groups when they
need help.

Learning guides, because of their versatitity, clearly have an
important role in competency-based training.

20 Part 1



Can learning guides be used with
a computer-managed learning
approach?

The answer to the question is of course, "Yes". Many educational
institutions and large corporations, such as Thlecom Australia,
have successfully integrated learning guides with computer-
managed learning (CUL).

CML as a means of managing learning has certain benefits,
including:

a wide variety of educational resources, not only computer
related, can be integrated into learning programmes using
CML to monitor access and distribution of resources

question banks for testing, and the matching of test items to
programme objectives can be undertaken by the computer

immediate feedback to learners on their performance in
formative tests

less time and effort required by the teacher/trainer in 'non-
educational' aspects of administering the learning
programme.

There is no inandatory requirement that learning guides be used
with CML. Learning guides are designed to be used with or
without computer support. However, there are circumstances
where the use of CML would certainly have advantages over more
traditional approaches.

Such circumstances are:

for keeping track of a variety of learners taking advantage of
optional routes through a course or training programme

where learner numbers are high, and the learning
programme requires frequent testing of learners and
recording their results
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Remember, it is not the computer that becomes the medium of
instruction in a CML approach: that aspect resides with the learning
guides and resources (ahhough some computerbased learning may
be part of the programme).

AMISIIII=111=0

where learning guides and resources are in constant use all
over the organisation

if learners are geographically distributed throughout a region
or Staterrenitory or nationally, or

where there is a need for national consistency in the learning
programme(s) being delivered.

Thachers and trainers can still use a range of instructional
strategies to achieve specific objectives which may not include
any computer-assisted instruction or learning (CAI/CAL). CML
offers flexibility of approach while many of the tedious diagnostic/
prescriptive and administrative tasks are controlled by the
computer.

Learning guides We not dependent on the computer the computer,
however, is dependent on the learning guides to direct the learner b
use it at specific times throughout the learning programme.

Guides can be stored in the computer and read directly from a
computer screen by the learner, or the learner may prefer to print
out a hard copy of the guide for use away from the computer.

A guide to CM1. has been written by Hugh Guthrie, TAFE National

Centre for Research and Development. Produced in 1987, Computer
managed learning - a monogruph focuses on the management of
learning using computers.
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Designing
learning guides

V.
Main themes:

Before you begin writing...

Matching learning guides with
existing resources

Evaluating the learning resources

The learning guide design team

The parts of the learning guide

Writing supplementary learning
materials

Presentation guidelines for learning
guide writers



111

Before you begin writing...
from: Z4. 24 4. 4. N'k

Before we examine in detail the elements of a learning guide, you

will need to have taken the following three actions.

1111

111
Action 1

You have clearly identified the problem or educational or
training need.

h it to train operatives to use and maintain new
equipment being installed in the organisation?

Is it to instruct staff members on company policy related to
11

Is it to give learners:

There are obviously many more that relate to your specific

needs, but it is important that you have a very clear idea of
what it is you want the guide to achieve.

1

occupational health and safety?

o knowledge about techniques or processes? or

o principles and concepts that need to be understood to
perform a specific task? or

o generic or transferable' skills such as the ability to
communicate orally or in writing; identify and solve

probleillS; Make decisions; adapt to constant change; plan

and organise work and time efficiently; access and use

information or work as part of a team?

Action 2

The problem or identified need is written down and
shown to your colleagues for comment. (We will deal with
how to write specific learning outcomes later in this manual.)
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For the moment it is sufficient to write a statement which
encompasses the =Or elements of the problem or need as
you see it. For example:

In two months from now the department is changing over our present
computer system to PCs integrated into a local area network (LAN).
All staff in the department (approximately 200) will need to be
trained in the new system.

Due to their heavy work demands it will not be pouible to get them
together for group learning sessions. The distributor of the system
has some excellent videos to cover the basics of the system but we
will need to develop learning guides to obtain maximum beneRt and

allow the staff to practise the input and retrieval of information prior
to their directly using tk system with clients. On a rostered basis
staff can have access to portable nicros for experimenting with some
of the applications software. Again, we will need guides written to
help them as the manuals for some of our software are difficult to
use, even for our experienced computer people.

Scenarios such as the above can be shared with other colleagues
to ensure that important information has not been omitted. At
this Atage keep the statement free of any educational or training
jargon and write it in fairly general terms.

Action 3

Consult with a training or curriculum consultant or
instructional designer (especially if you are new to
designing learning guides) to determine if your identified
problem or need is best achieved by the use of a :earning
guide. Remember, the learning guide is one of many
eduaitional and training approaches and although it is very
versatile and can be used in any number of learning
situations, it would be advisable to have its suitability for a
specific task confirmed by an education or training specialist.

26
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Matching learning guides with
existing resources

imEwm=mmxmammamunm,:a===armmwa:::

As discussed in Part 1, a mEdor advantage of the learning guide is
its capacity to link the learner with a range of existing and
readily available resources. Many of these may be unknown to a
large proportion of the staff because they are hidden away in the
Engineering Department or on some staff member's bookshelf
who is unaware of its value to other staff members.

The task of gathering together a diffuse collection of resources is
by no means easy. Some orgraisations will have the expertise of
a librarian or elearning *mire cl-ordinator', but inevitably the
task of searching for the resources needed to meet specific
learning outcomes or competencies will fall to the writer of the
learning guide.

More importantly, it is the learning guide writer who must decide
the value of thi, resources and determine whether their inclusion
is beneficial to the overall learning programme.

In many instances resources suitable for integrating with the
learning guide are located outside the organisation. The following
sources can save time and lots of frustration:

TAFE National Centre for Reseach and Development
through its publications such as the Vocational Education
and Training Database (VOCED database), and other Centre
publications

TAFE Clearinghouses in each Stataellwritory

Schools and departments of individual TAFE colleges

Off-campus, distance learning or open learning units
attached to TAFE colleges and other tertiary institutes

State Ministry of Education publications - lots of 'basic'
materials, particularly numeracy and literacy

TAFE teacher networks and special interest groups, both
within and across TAFE systems

Port 2
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Individual companies, especially their technical and public
relations sections

Government departments and statutory bodies, for
legislative/regulatory type materials

Suppliers of equipment and materials

Professional associations and relevant unions

Publishers - a good source for reviewing current textbooks

The National Video Resource Centre located at Moorabbin
College of TAFE, Victoria

Your library's access to the Australian Bibliographic Network
(ABN) for locating print and non-print materials located in
Australian libraries

Educational computer databases such as ERIC or AUSTROM
(the new Australian CD-ROM database) or similar

Promotional catalogues by textbook and AV materials
producers and distributors.

There is a vast amount of information out there - it's just a
matter of being able to access RI The task is not necessarily time
consuming if established networks are used to find the materials.
Sometimes you may need to establish your own special network
where you can share resources, or call on the expertise of your
colleagues/friends/ business acquaintances. The major point
about networks is to start with one group and take advantage of a
multiplier effect by being referred to others and, before long, a
good network of expertise is available upon which to draw.
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Evaluating the learning resources
MTV=ZSMCWCTSWEN\MVV.W.M.

Finding the resources is one thing, evaluating how useful they

are to your intended learning outcomes is another. Because of the
time it takes to evaluate learning materials adequately, it is the
one step in the development of learning guides most likely to get
only cursory attention.

The importance of doing this evaluation properly cannot be
underestimated. As each resource is an integral component of the
learning programme it is critical that each is assessed against a
set of standards or some checklist to determine its
appropriateness in meeting the guide's objectives. In resource
evaluation, even if only a small portion of the resource is of value

to you (say the first 5 minutes of a 30 minute video) it should be
assessed and used in that light. In addition, a record of the
outcomes of the evaluation should be kept. It should be in a form
that is accessible and useable to future learning guide developers.

Many forms or checklists already exist that can be used in
resource evaluation and can be found in textbooks on

instructional media or educational evaluation. Professional
educational media and training journals, for example
Educational Thchnology or Daining and Development, routinely
produce checklists and appraisal sheets for evaluating resources.

A more general treatment to the evaluation of resources is
presented by Rowntree (1986)* in the form of a series of
questions. This checklist is reproduced in a modified form over

the page.

Derek Rowntree. (1986). Teaching through self-inshuction. A pmcticol
handbook for course &elopers. Kogan Page, lAnsion/Nichols

Publishing Co., New York

, -
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Checklist for evaluating resources i
(Modifed from Rowntree 1986)

1111

Coverage Is the subject matter appropriate for the learners?
11

Is it broad enough? Deep enough? a
Any serious omissions? Can the information be I
supplied from other resources?

What proportion is irrelevant to our needs?

leaching Does it teach - or merely act as a reference, or as a I
approach reminder of what has been learned before?

Is it geared to a learner working without any
help? I
Does it require learners to read/watch and
remember? Or must they interact with the
material through exercises and activities? I
Are they given adequate feedback? Summaries?
Glossary? lbsts?

Style Is the style of the material suitable for the learner,
e.g. vocabulary, sentence length and structure, use
of graphs and other pictorial information?

0
Is it interesting?

Physical Is it attractive in appearance?
format

al
Durable enough to survive repeated use? II
Portable?

II
Does it require special equipment for use e.g.
computer, videodisk player? II

in
Treatment Is the material designed for the specialist or for

IIgeneral use?
III

II



a
Is it up-to-date? If not, are there parts of the
material which can still be used? What
percentage of the total material is useable?

Is it factually correct, free from distortions or
over-simplifications?

What is the technical quality of the materials?
High standard/professional? Amateurish?

Audience For whom were the materials originally designed?

Can it be used with groups other thim its intended
audience? Can it be used with your group of
learners?

Starting What prior knowledge, attitudes and skills are
point required of the learners W use the materials?

Costs How much does it cost to hire or buy?

Are there additional costa attached to using it, e.g.
need for video playback unit?

Does the audience size justify the cost of hiring or
buying the materials?

Availability Can the distributor/producer guarantee delivery
before the critical date(s) when it will be required
by the learners?

Will the distributor/producer allow you to preview
the materials prior to hire or purchase?

(Note: The titles and abstracts of learning
materials can sometimes be misleading)

Alternatives How does the material compare with othera existing materials covering the same, or similar,
content?

Will the materials complement or compete with
other resources?
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Equally important is the need to record, either in a paper-based
or computerised system, the results of the evaluafion. This
allows other learning guide writers access to information which
will help them decide whether to include or omit particular
learning resources from their intended program This also allows
you the opportunity to refer back to the results of the evaluation
if you need to include additional resource materials in the
learning guide design at some later stage.

The following example shows a simple card system used to record
evaluation results.

1 9 9 0 9 6 6 0

9 I 9 A 0 I

I

I
LEARNING RESOURCES EVALUATION I

Tilic P0 40U 5e4 &MAT Z PWAW? Reviewer: PO
torKIns -km+ ckoth Arc*, tops 4 derin

Learning resource Annuli= Mpg, AiikorW, Pshar, Want Ekl

3495k gilts tiwodiatiit Gmriamt Deoloprixt 6ik ,64xim
uotteape. twat zobtax 260w".(o5t,unknotau.0144 0142.% 1541

Evaluation preform* used:

1)..Rowerces aveldit Ftbok "reAc1415 44raigi. SeicAffratim,
pfe.16-91, madTicd feel/4.404u. ucc.. 431). afoleate44te,.

Summary:

Orismily oksitred at a.suldekock r ittuito cis 54toll 44 Vistul

Ectvotitro. eterk ;6,ydr. Niue+ &stet forM. Wiirk prbd,
Pinor3 nod fuovkins, Atte* Ls 4A (milk. moat tbr
Jaciwc 4141024w; mut kfoim__Ame ohliouvio
GotowAitak Ultosjavalvic veil %rms. go tor:Me-4

tOdulied thalami% 1* it et% ialair- rot eitatii0+4 I Jas.

Ute. 44.1 io ioasie Zs( womb Alufvt anbotsi ISMinnt
atitoust. , lt ebts (clude. %um of itt 4**Art IOU 014-
CAVItagftiCatidA. tqa0).901Vrci alett h&S for ICCIN

Resource far: Uwe' tot 6aa. - watts awd Clair= ; 114401 Gide IS
-flueviiit'56v14taltx4aioatAil. Low"

Date reviewerk Nodmile iqqo
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The learning guide design team

The writing and production of a learning guide can readily be

acwmplished by one person. If the guide is very basic and does

not require complex layout or typography then most

teachers/trainers could develop their own learning guides.

It is recommended, however, that a small team be established to

write and produce the guide, especially if it is one of a number

being developed and if questions related to instnictional design,

presentation and/or specialist content need to be addressed. It

may also be useful to adopt a team approach initially, with

individuals taking on the development of subsequent guides

based on the format developed by the team.

When circumstances make it necessary for you to write the guide

by yourself, it is vital that you get a colleague to act as 'critical

friend' in reading and commenting on your work.

Whenever possible, use a team approach. It is important that

each member of the team has his or her task(s) in the

development of the guide clearly specified. One of the team

members should be given a co-ordinating function to ensure that

timelines are met and/or to resolve design and production

difficuAies that may arise. Using the combined knowledge and

skills of a number of professionals will greatly enhance the final

product.
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The parts of the learning guide

The parts which constitute the learning guide have certain
elements which are essential and others which are optional. The
learning guide has a`mix and match' component which allows the

designer of the learning guide the opportunity to 'customise' the
guide depending on the needs of the learners or the complexity of
the learning tasks.

The following format is suggested for a learning guide. The

sequence of the sections is based on the examination of numerous
guides, but you are still at liberty to change the sequence, or
include or exclude sections, depending on your needs. However,

the suggested format should be suitable for most instructional
situations. It is easy for learners to use and highly adaptable.

By following an appropriate format you will have more time to

concentrate on the content of the guide. Keep in mind that the
learning guide format allows you a framework to develop

interesting instnictional situations. 'lb keep learner motivation
high, the presentation style of the guide should vary, but the
format must be retained.

In the discussion that follows each section of the learning guide

will be described in greater detail and guidelines for developing

each section proposed.

Part 2
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We will move sequeuSally through the guide, covering each of the
following sections:

The ports of the learning guide

Cover

Title page

Contents

Introduction (& how to use the learning guide)

Learning outcomes

Pre-requisite knowledge/skills

Intended audience (target group)

Learning activity and resources

Self-assessment questions (self-check) and answers

Review (or summary)

Competency assessment

Glossary

ReferenceaTurther reading

The cover

The cover is more than just decoration. It supplies important
information to the learner. Its =Or function is that of
identification - who produced it, the topic or study area it covers

and whether or not it is part of a series. Colour can be used to

distinguish individual guides or guides in a particular series.
(The cost associated with printing in colour is the limiting factor.)
The example opposite illustrates the type of information that can

be included.

1

111
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Covers can be of varying degrees of complexity, especially if they

incorporate illustrations or graphic design elements.
Illustrations should be used only if they contribute to easy

identification of the subject matter to be covered in the guide.

Well designed covers arouse interest in the guide's content and
motivate learners ta take that vital first step in learning -

opening the front cover to begin reading.

Standard formats can be designed by graphic designers and/or
instructional designers which will enable learning guide writers
to produce versatile and interesting covers without the need for a
new design each time.
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The examples presented below illustrate the versatility of a
standard format cover desipi.

NAME OF OR NATION

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT.

UNIT I

TRAVEL
MANAG:

I OF ORGANISATION

111111111111111111111111MEND
NAME OF ORGANISATION

UNIT 3

38

COMMUNICATION
RESOURCES

UNIT 4
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The title page

The purpose of the title page is to display the complete title to the

guide (especially if the title has had to be modified to fit the

cover) along with any subtitles. The author(s) of the guide and

the department or authority to whom they are attached should be

included. If the publisher of the learning guide is not the

organisation identified on the front cover, then all appropriate

details such as full name, address etc. should be included on this

Page.

It is usual in any written work, and that includes learning guides,

to have a copyright statement appear on the inside of the fmnt

cover and is usually written as:

1© [name of organisationfpubli5h4 19..(year of publication)
No part of this publication may be repoduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information or retrieval system,

without the prior permission of (organisation or published. Request
for permission to use material contained in this publication should be

directed to [authorised individual in organisation]

An alternative statement, and one well worth considering,

especially if the guides are for use within e,,ucational settings, is

the following:

Copying of this document for educational or research purposes is

permitted provided the author(s) and source(s) are acknowledged.

In addition any mAjor contributors to the guide such as subject

matter specialists, illustrators, photographers, editors etc. should

be acknowledged on this page.
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An important, but often overlooked notation on this page is the
acknowledgment of text or other illustrative materials from
other works that you have included in your learning guide. Apart
from the legal requirements, it is a courtesy to fellow writers to
acknowledge that you have used their materials in your guide.
Depending on what you want to reproduce, you may need written
permission from the author and/or publisher to reproduce the
materials. If in doubt, check with your organisation's legal
officer.

Should your learning guide(s) be commercially viable there are
certain requirements relating to International Standard Book
Numbers (ISBNs), cataloguing details and depositing copies with
State and national libraries. Contact a librarian or publications
officer about these requirements.

The contents page

The contents page is the organisational map to the main sections
of the guide. Even if your guide is only 10 pages long it is still
useful to include a contents page because it provides the learner
with a summary of the mAjor components of the guide. A layout
that allows the learner to find the information at a glance is
shown on the following page. Page numbers on the right-hand
side help learners locate the appropriate section quickly and
easily.



CONTENTS Pogo Number

Performing an eyelash and eyebrow tint (topk title) 3
Purpose 3
Objectives 6
Check point 7

Tasks - ouirming hygiene and sanitation standards 9
Activity 1.1, 1.2 - Hygiene, sanitation and safety standards 9
Activity 2 Cleaning equipment 10
Self check 11

Adivity 3 - Personal hygiene procedwas and client safety 12
Self check 13
Activity 4 - Contra indications of eyelash and eyebtow tinting 14
Self check 15

Task - rating the advantages of eyelash and eyebrow tinting 17
Activity 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 - Advantages

Self check 19

Task identifying the materials required 21

Adivity 1 - Colour selection 21

aktivity 2 - Setting up 23
Mivity 3 - Eye shields 25
Self check 26
Adivity 4 - Preparation of the bed/couch 27

Task - selecting and applying tint Oft a 'dent' 29
Adivity 1 Prodice on o 29
Step 1 - Prepare the 'client( and wail( area 30
Step 2 - Cleanse the eye area 31

Step 3 - Mix the product 33
Step 4 - Apply the product 35

Asseurnent (topic assessment) 37
Procedures 37
Objectives 37
Performance aiterio

Theory questions 39

(From: Hoy to write Teo Tree Gully looming materials, Too Tree
Gully College or TAFE, SA 1990.)
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An option at this stage is to include a map which shows the
learner the relationship between this and other learning guides.
This is important if a number of learning guides together
constitute a course or accredited programme for which an award
or certification is an outcome.

bit

(From: How to write Tea Tree Gully learning materials, Teo Tree
Guily College oi TAFE, SA 1990.)
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The introduction

This section appears in other learning guides under the headings
of

'The overview'

'Course(or programme) outline'

' About the course'

'What you should know first'

`Setting the scene'

Information for learners'.

Whatever its name, this section's purpose is to give the learner an
overview of the aims of the learning guide, general introductory
information about the subject matter, how the guide is to be used
and any information you believe learners need before they begin
to tackle the learning activities. The introduction should tell
what the learners are going to learn, in general terms, and why it
is important to learn it.

The tone of the introduction should help reassure the learner that
the overall programme outcomes can be achieved and that the
learning activities to follow are both interesting and rewarding.

An important element within the introduction is the aim. Each
learning guide will have one or more aims. These are brief
statements of intent or direction. They are usually quite broad
and are not stated in the more precise language of learning
outcomes. (We will deal with writing learning outcomes in the
next section.)

Examples of aims are:

lb provide you with the necessary skills to install and
maintain a

lb encourage you to adopt safe work practices at all times.

lb make you aware of your responsibilities, and your
employer's with respect to Occupational Health and Safety
Legislation.

To provide you with the knowledge and skills necessary to
operate a range of workshop equipment.
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Using the word 'you' throughout the learning guide is preferable
to using 'the learner' as it is a more personalised approach.

Some learning guide writers use this section to provide
information to learners about issues specific to the learning task
at hand such as:

information about accessing the CML system, e.g. log-on/log-
off procedures

assessment procedures

procedures for accessing and borrowing resources from the
organisation

lists of contact people within the organisation who can act as
mentors to help the learner successfully complete the
learning task

brief study hints on how to take notes from a textbook
- but keep them concise.

In the general overview you may wish to include information like:

Where the guide fits into the overall programme: In Learning
Guide 3 we examined Later we will deal with... This
guide covers...'

An estimate of the time required to complete the Learning
Guide: lb meet the learning outcomes of this guide you will
need about 5 hours to complete the learning activities'

People in the organisation authorised to administer
competency testing after the learning guide is completed:
'When you have completed all the activities and self-check
questions, contact your department head who will organise a
time and place for you to do your on-the-job assessment'.

In writing the introduction the following guidelines may be
useful:

include a statement of the skill(s) the learning guide is
designed to help the learner achieve

explain why the knowledge/810 is important to the learner
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write to the learner directly, using the second person. Mils
will make it more personal and tend to arouse the student's
interest

keep the tone of the introduction friendly and light.

Note: Some writers incorporate the learning outcomes
statements in the introductiona hope that afteryou have
completed this karning guide you will have gained sufficient
knowledge to be able to.... ' Although this informal approach can
be used it is better to have a separate section for the learning
outcomes statements so that they are not 'lost' among the other
information of the introduction. Learners will take more notice of
the objectives if they are given prominence under their own
heading.

Learning outcomes

Learning outcomes are a way of linking industry-required
competencies with the learning process. They are very similar to
the 'performance', 'behavioural' and instructional' objectives
statements which exist in many TAFE and training curricula.
The problem has been that the writing of 'objectives' has, in many
cases, been taken to the extreme, with hundreds and hundreds of
objectives being written, thereby trivialising and devaluing the
associated teaching/training process.

The term 'learning outcome' is preferred because it clearly
emphasises the performance and knowledge gained by the
learner, rather than the teaching/training activities associated
with it. It places the learner at the centre of the learning process
and provides clear, unambiguous statements as to what he or she
will to be able to do after successfully completing the learning
programme.

In the previous section, the learner was given an overview in the
form of aims of the intended direction of the learning programme.
These general aims now need to be written as specific learning
outcomes. This requires rewriting the aims statements as
specific 'actions' which can be measured (assessed).

Part 2
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The learning outcomes can be derived from relevant data such as:

the scenarios you prepared which identified certain
educational or training needs (see earlier section)

training needs analyses, training specifications, skills audits
and other needs assessment documents

job profiles and duty statements of employees

your [or your colleague(s) or specialist] detailed
understanding of the job for which training is required; the
knowledge, skills and attitudes

educational or training syllabii.

Of major importance to you as a learning guide writer will be
your undentanding of the new national competency standards
policy being advocated by the National Training Board in
Canberra. Various competency standards bodies throughout
Australia will be responsible for preparing standards for industry.
These national standards specifY the competence required for
effective performance in employment.

The National 'fraining Board (NTB) has produced a discussion
paper on setting national skill standards and, more recently, a
policy and guidelines document*. In summary, a standard is
expressed in units of competency each of which comprise two
parts: elements of competency and performance criteria. The
following example from the NTB's National competency
standards document shows how the unit of competency of driving
a crane is broken down into its elements and performance criteria
for the occupation of a crane driver.

Notional Training Board. (1990). Setting national skills standards. A
discussion paper. Canberra .

National Training Board. (1991). National competency sArindards. Policy
and guidelines. Canberra.
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OCCUPATION: CRANE DRIVER

Unit: Drive crane

Bement Performance criteria

Obtain permits Permits obtained if required to

allow transportation of crane

to site

Drive crane to nominated site Hazards, including overhead

obstructions, poles adjacent to

roadways and corners

recognised and negotiated safely.

Crane driven according to

relevant traffic regulations

Skirting procedures, gear

changing and braking carried

out to ensure smooth and safe

transportation of crane.

In addition a range of variables or boundary statement, which
describes the range of contexts and conditions to which the
performance criteria apply, may be included. These will provide
the programme developer/learning guide writer with some
guidance on the boundaries of the application of the performance
criteria. This statement may apply te a particular range of
technology or equipment, to particular types of sites or to
occupational overlap between industries (National IN-aining
Board 1991, p.18-24).
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Your task is to take all this information and write learning
outcomes that:

1. reflect the competency-based nature of on-the-job activities

2. take into account the ongoing development ofcompetency
standards by the relevant industry (ies)

3. phrase them in a way that they complement those national
competency standards

4. are written for the learner, not the needs of the teacher or
trainer.

Remember that the learning outcomes statements are the
learning counterpart of the occupational competency statement
Learning outcomes focus on what the learner is expected to
achieve in the learning programme, while the competency
statement describes the expectation of performance in the
workplace. It is important that these two types of statements
are comparable and comprehensive enough to ensure that the
processes for assessing competency are properly designed.

In any competency-based training programme, the learning
outcomes must be clearly specified in terms of

performance - what the learner is expected to do
[comprising a verb (observable and measurable) and a noun
(object of the action)]

standards to be achieved - the level of performance the
learner must reach to be considered proficient in the
competency

conditions under which the performance is to be achieved.

Performance

Use action verbs like describe, demonstrate, explain, calculate,
state, write, apply but avoid verbs like know, understand, be
aware of, etc.

The verb will depend on whether the performance relates to:

knowledge - intellectual knowledge (cognition) e.g. identify,
explain, solve, evaluate, etc.
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shills - manipulative skills (psychomotor) e.g. acbust, operate,
demonstrate, etc.

attitudes - feelings, values (affective) e.g. perceive, support,
influence, resolve, etc.

Examples of performance statements are:

evaluate the action taken (in a specific problem situation)

calculate the maximum safe working load

list the seven rules of safe operation.

The selection of the appropriate verb is a crucial matter as it
must reflect the level of the knowledge or sidll required. For
example, identify suggests a less complex skill than explain;
explaining is simpler than evaluating.

Conditions

The learning outcome should also specify the conditions that will
operate while the learners are performing. These may include
reference materials allowed, equipment or tools which must be
used, and whether the assessment or learning task is to be
supervised or unsupervised.

Examples of conditions statements'are:

given all necessary tools and the operator's manual..

without access to textbooks...

in a simulated situation...

under the supervision of a certified examiner...

in no more than 30 minutes.
gi

Standards

The learning outcome must state the standar& against which the
performance will be judged to be acceptable. As mentioned
before, national competency standards are prepared by industry,
and they must be reflected in the learning outcomes. Where the
learning outcomes you are writing are not based upon
competency standards agreed to by industry, you will need to
develop your own set of standards. These can be based on

;> ,
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time limits, quality of product, accuracy or degree of skill
required, etc. These standards must be verifiable, that is, they
must be able to be checked.

Examples of standards statements are:

...with a wastage rate of no more than 1%.

...with no more than two errors and in the stated sequence.

An example of a learning outcome with all three elements is:

"On the successful completion of the learning programme, you will
be able to:

Performance tepair and rebind damaged books

Cambia= given suitable sample books in need of repair;
materials for repak the necessary workspace and
equipment, all instruction sheets and under
supervision of ihe instructor

Standards: based on Austratsan National Library Standard
ANL 123 Restoration of damaged books

While the translation between learning outcomes and the
statements of competency standards proposed by the NTB is not
exact, performance in the above learning outcome equates most
nearly to an element of competence; conditions loosely equate to
the range of variables or boundary statements and standards
with performance aiteria.

Writing learning outcomes in this format forces you to think
critically about the statements that you are going to include in
the guide. The more precisely you are able to write them the ler s

chance there is that the learners will misinterpret what is
expected of them.

A learning guide, coverhg a specified unit of competence, should
only require about three learning outcome statements. If the
competency is reasonably complex then up to six learning
outcomes may need to be written. Any more than six and you
may need to reassess the learning outcomes by reducing the
number or, if you think they are all necessary, consider producing
a second learning guide to cover all the learning outcomes.
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lb link pertinent knowledge with the =Or learning outcomes
stipulated in the guide it is sometimes useful, especially if there
is a large knowledge-based component, to produce a short list of
additional statements which help the learner achieve these mitor
learning outcomes.

For example:

Achievement of homing outcome 1 requires you being able to:

identify the....

explain why....

describe the function of....

calculate the cost of....

An option available to you is to cross-reference these statements
with the self-assessment questions and the learning activities.

Remember:

Don't write too many of these additional stoternenb, keep them to

between 4-6. Only the most essential should be included.

Some hints for preparing learning outcomes statements

Cross-reference learning outcomes and additional statements
to text, activities, self-check questions. Inclusion' 6uch as:
This activity gives you the opportunity to meet the
requirements of learning outcome 6' can aid the learning
process.

Don't produce long lists of learning outcomes. Be selective.
Learners will be put off if they see a page crammed with
objectives. For learning guides six =dor learning outcomes
should be a maximum.

Keep learning outcomes free of any unnecessary technical
terms or jargon'. Don't use complex terms unless the
learners already know them.

Part 2
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Alert learners to learning outcomes that may be more
important, or require more effort to achieve than others.
In a list all statements are perceived to have the same
importance. Rank them or create `star charts' three stars for
difficult or crucial to one star for relatively easy to achieve.

Before we leave this section on learning outcomes it sliculd be
recognised that well written learning outcomes help both the
learner and/or thair teacher or trainer to select the learning
guides needed to achieve competency.

If after reading the learning outline in the guide learners believe
they can demonstrate the competencies becaube of their previous
study or work experiences, then they may ask the teacher or
trainer to exempt them from that learning programme. In this
instance the learner's prior experiences can be recognised by the
teacher, trainer or industry assessor by the learner
demonstrating the competency or by undertaldng some form of
challenge test. This way the learner is not disadvantaged by
having to complete a learning programme for which he or she can
already demonstrate competency.

Pre-requisite knowledge & skills
A learner brings to each learning situation a range of knowledge
and experiences that can be used to acquire new knowledge and
skills. The learning guide writer must ensure that before the
learner starts any of the learning activities, he or she possesses
the pie-requisite knowledge and skills that will enable him or her
to grasp new concepts, principles, procedures or processes.

Therefore, you will need to determine what knowledge, skills or
attitudes the learner should have prior to beginning the learning
guide. This section is important, because without learners being
given this information it is possible that they may reach a certain
point in the learning guide and not be able to go any further due
to gaps in their knowledge. This can lead to considerable
frustration, or even anger, on the part of learners because they
feel that they are inadequate (there is something wrong with me')
since they fail to understand the information presented to them.
All this anxiety can be eliminated if care is taken in dearly
identifying the essential prior knowledge and skills learners need
before beginning the learning programme.

'''' ''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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How specific you are at detailing the pre-requisite knowledge and
skills will be determined by the learningoutcomes to be met, the
complexity of the content and the educationalfwork backgrounds
of the learners.

Pre-requisites can be stated very simply such as:

Familiarity with techniques used in PC applications
programs and familiarity with Lotus 1-24 or similar
spreadsheet pmgram.

This may be quite adequate for the intended audience as long as
the learners have the same interpretation of the word 'familiarity'
as the writer.

lf, however, the understanding of fundamental concepts,
principles or methods is mandatoly before the learner can begin
the learning programme, then much more explicit statements will
need to be written, especially where mathematical skills are
concerned.

For example:

Before starting this learning guide it is important that you understand
the fallowing mathematical concepts related to measurement :

Estimating errors in measurement

Combination of errors e.g. tolerance

Right-angled triangles

Calculations involving decimal degrees or degrees and
minutes

Trigometric ratios

Sine, cosine and tangent functions and their graphs

Simple identities - e.g. sin2 A + cos2 A Ell

lf you are unfamiliar with any of the above concepts work through
Learning Guide 10 - Measunsment before starting this learning
guide.

Part 2
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Lack of attention to pre-requisite leerning either by not thinking
about it at all (and therefore assuming that learners will know
whatever is necessary), or hoping they will struggle through it, is
a recipe for disaster. Do your homework and make it clear to the
learner what the pre-requisites are for every learning guide you
write.

intended audiences

It is vital to the success ofyour learning guide that you have
dearly identified the people (target group) who will be using the
learning guide. It doesn't take a large amount of effort to produce
a profile of your potential audience.

This section is designed to identify those people for whom the
guide was specifically written. Although it does not preclude
other groups from using the guide the writer has to make it clear
who the intended audience is. It need only be fairly short as the
example below demonstrates.

intended aucriences

Managers of projects who wish to operate project control
software diredly.

People who will assist project managers in scheduling
and controlling projects.

Licencees/franchisees consulting to client organisations.

Resources

The purpose of this section of the learning guide is to list
anything (e.g.equipment and materials) to which the learner
must have access in order to undertake all the activities
stip& ited in the learning guide. In addition to listing the
resources required by the learner it should indicate where the
equipment and materials are located within the organisation, and
any special conditions relating to their use. For example,
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technical/training manuals or reference material may only be lent
to staff for up to 5 working days or they may not be allowed to
leave the building; equipment may only be available for use at
certain times. The use of the organisation's personal' computers
at home on weekends may be limited due to high demand by staff.

An example of how this information may be presented to the
learner is presented in the illustration below.

Resources

The list of resourves, their locations and any special conditions

applying is as follows;

This learning guide (Yours to keep - issued by

Learning Centre)

\rodeo AA100 -

Gas chromatography

Video AA 105 -

Determining environmental

pollutents

Workbook to accompany

Video AA 105

Videoplayer/monitor

Gas chromatograph

and samples for analysis

Learning Centre (2 day loon)

Learning Centre (5 day loan)

Learning Centre (5 day loan)

Learning Centre

Environmental Science lab.,

Building 23, Room 3.14.

Contact Laboratory Manager

to book. Ext. 2516
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Learning activities and learning resources

This section constitutes the main instructional component of the
learning guide. This is the section which is responsible for
guiding the learner through a series of planned learning activities
and introducing him or her to the appropriate resources to
achieve the stated outcomes of the learning programme.
Remember that learning guides are activitrbased, that is,
people learn by doing something - reading, talking to people,
filling in checklists, operating equipment, etc. It is your
responsibility to design learning acfivities that take advantage of
the various resources available to your organisation. In designing
activities take into account that learners have a maximum, on-
task concentvation span of about 20 minutes. Therefore,
don't design an activity, such as reading from textbooks, which
will take them an hour or more to complete. Change the activity,
even to the point of offering them the opportunity to take a 5-10
minute break at selected points.

In this section of the learning guide you are not writing a
textbook, you are providing the road map by which the learner
interacts with die learning activities and resources. Thgether
they will provide the information and the stimulus necessary for
the learner to achieve the stated learning outcomes.

The learning activities

The learning activities you select for your learning guides are of
critical importance. Depending on the quality and
appropriateness of that series of learning activities the learners
will either achieve the competency or they won't.

A learning activity can take many forms: readings, projects,
practice exercises, viewing media, in fact doing as many things as
a creative learning guide writer can devise. The learning activity
does no teaching itself, it simply directs die learner, telling
him/her what to do, how to do it and in what sequence. Even
though brief and to the point, each learning activity gives the
leanter all necessary directions for completing the work.
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The learning activities must be carefully designed and sequenced.
They must provide the learners with the appropriate information
and practice they need, and a complete coverage of all essential
subject matter. The level of difficulty and mode ofexpression
should be within the learner's abilities and varied enough to
maintain interest and motivation. In any series of learning
activities for a particular learning outcome, the activities should
be of sufficient variety and suitable for a range of learner
capabilities and learning styles. This is not as daunting as it
sounds, and with experience you will find this aspect of learning
guide writing very rewarding.

Sequencing the learning activities is not a difficult task. Start by
selecting a learning outcome and give basic or background
information, Mowed (if needed) by more detailed information
and examples as determined by your resources. Proceed by
giving the learner a chance to practise what he or she has
learned, then complete the activities with some form of self.
check so that the learner knows what they have achieved up to
that point. If a learner has difficulty with any of the material,
self-checks can help identify the problem areas and the learner
can be directed to other learning guides or resources with the
help of the teacher or trainer if appropriate. The sequence can be
repeated, or modified, for the next series of learning activities
until all the learning outcomes have been covered.

a Types of learning activities

The following list briefly describes a number of learning activities
that are suitable for use in learning guides. The suggestions are
presented to encourage you to think about creative learning
activities that could be included in your guides. It should not be
considered as an exhaustive list of possibilities:

a

a

Part 2

Some learners may elect to skip a learning activity altogether
because of their previous experience. This is permissible as long
as they can demonstrate proficiency in that particular learning
outcome at some point.

Reading from textbooks, journals those sections dealing
specifically with the knowledge required to achieve a learning
outcome. Be selective, get them to read only that which is
needed to meet the stated learning outcome.. Give them
directions on what to look for in the material.
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Viewing or listening to audiovisual materials. The materials
selected must be readily available to the learners and the
equipment easily set up and used. Again, be selective, use
only the most relevant parts of the audiovisual materials.

Keeping a journal. This can be a very effective activity
spread over a series of learning guides, particularly where
attitudal changes or interpersonal skills are concerned.

1111

Observing or operating models or mock-ups to gain an
understanding of mechanisms or operating controls and
processes, particularly if real processes are costly and/or
time-consuming e.g. flight, navigational simulations.)

Role-playing of a performance in a simulated situation under
the guidance of a trainer/teacher.

Real-life performances where the learner functions for short
periods of time under controlled conditions in an actual work
situation.
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Observing a sicilled worker in a real work situation. This
should be done with specific goals in mind, usually with some
form of guide, observation instrument, or report form to give
structure and point to the observation period.

Simulated experiences in which the learner goes through a
close approximation of a real-life performance with the
conditions controlled and consequences minimised. Case
studies in which learners write their own reactions and
responses to the given situation are also considered
simulation experiences.

Small group activities when learners at closely related points
of achievement can get together to discuss, plan or evaluate
their work.

Production or construction of projects or services. These must
directly contribute to the learning outcome and therefore
must be carefully designed and assigned, be of limited scope
and require a limited amount of time, e.g. prepare working
drawings, install hot water unit, etc.



a Problem-solving activities. Some learning outcomes may
require solving a pmblem for a given situation. Problem-
solving activities should be based on 'real-world' problems,
not just 'exercises'. It is very important in problem-solving
activities that the learner is known to possess the requisite
skill and that he or she has access to the information
necessary to solve the problem.

Skills practice exercises. Some skills may require that the
learner perform a skill repeatedly to a specified standard.
Learning activities may therefore specify practice periods in
terms of time, number of repeated experiences or quantity of
production.

Performing experiments in a laboratory or workshop. Assign
the learner specific experiments to perform with specified
equipment and processes, observe the results and report or
use the results in some way.

a

a
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Writing technical I scientific1general reports, preparing
manuals etc. This activity is particularly valuable in
teclmicalftrade areas, but is also useful in any competency-
based programme in which written communication sIdlls are
important. It can also be used to reinforce process skills and
knowledge.

Preparing visual materials. Gather information and produce
graphic materials such as illustrations, graphs, charts,
diagrams, sketches, layouts, etc. Activities of this type are
usually popular with learners, they are interelting and add
variety to the list of activities and tend to reinforce learning.

Critique or evaluation activities. In these the learner is
asked to rate or evaluate an example of a product or service
or a process. The final result may be a rating sheet, written
report or oral presentation.

Co-operative learner activities. Even when instruction is for
most part individualised, there are situations in which two or
more learners may profitably work together. Many workplace
tasks involve teamwork and it is proper for learning activities
to incorporate this. Activities that involve heavy lifting, co-
operative production techniques, or group decision-making
can be covered by this type of activity.
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I
Learner-designed activities. You don't have to do all their a
thinking for them. Learners are often capable of coming up I
with appropriate learning activities themselves. Their /
motivation to complete them will probably be high too.

Hints for writing learning activities a
fiw the learners exactly what they need to do for each

111
learning activity. Make it simple and clear. /
For the most part, begin each activity statement with an
action word. Ask the learner to read, view, calculate, etc.

If you direct the learner to a textbook, give just enough a
information so that the learner can identify and find it.
There is no need to include complete bibliographic citations.
This detailed information can be presented in the Reference
section of the guide. a
If you direct a learner to some audiovisual materials, tell the /
learner what it is (video, computer programme), the full title,
where it is located and (if appropriate) which part to look
at. /
If you want the learner to contact a resource person for /
special materials or instruction, give full details as to who
the person is, and where and how they can be contacted. I
As learners become more experienced with using learning /guides you might decide to be less prescriptive about the
learning resources they use to obtain their information. An a
important part of the learning outcomes may be that learners
develop the research skills to locate the relevant information.

The learning resources I
Apart from directing the learner to a resource as part of the a
learning activity, it is important that additional comments are
produced by the learning guide writer to provide further helpful
information about particular learning resources. a
These additional comments can be seen as special instructions or
supporting information so that the learner gets the most out of
the resource. Examples of the type of additional comments which
are of value to the learner are: /



I
a
II
I

Tall the learner if there is anything unusual about the
assigned reading or instructional media; e.g. the
videotape is on an American standard and the only
videoplayer it can be used on is housed in Human
Resources Unit.

I Include any key points you don't want the learners to
overlook as they use the resources.

Provide quesfions the learner must answer as he or she
interacts with the learning resources.

Provide the learner with information about problema which
are likely to occur with any of the resources and what they
can do about them.

Suggest possible alternatives or ways of finding alternatives
if the assigned resource is not available.

It is important that you only select and use resources which can
be readily purchased or accessed. Consulting with a librarian or
similar person within your organisation to determine when,I where, how (and ifl) the resources you wish to use are available is
an important step in the development of your learning guide.

One of the basic principles of competency-bawd training is thatI learners should be able to detennine easily how well they are
progressing toward achievement of the stated learning outcomeII or competency. Self-assessment questions are designed to do just
that. The activities in the self-assessment section (alternatively
known as a self-check or self-help section) provide learners with
the feedback about whether or not they have understood the
information presented to them in any particular section of the
guide. Having found through the self-assessment that they have
achieved the required knowledge and/or skills, they can proceed
onto the next series of learning activities.

Self-assessment questions & answers

Self-assessment questions can be placed at the end of a learning
guide. In this instance, the self-assessment section will aim to
test the learner's understanding of all the essential material
covered during the course of the learning programme. However a
better approach may be to place self-assessment questions
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strategically after certain activities have been completed by the
learner. This will help to reinforce the learning of that material.
There are no hard and fast rules for the placement of self-
assessment questions: placement should be determined by the
complexity of the learning activity, how much a self-check
element is built into the activity and the need for the learner to
check their own understanding of the information before moving
onto the next activity.

Self-assessment questions are for the learner's own use. They
are not to be checked or corrected by a teacher or trainer unless
the learner wants this. It is never used as a basis for
awarding marks or grades. In fact, it is the learners who
individually decide whether or not they wish to complete the self-
assessment activities. (However, the learners should be
encouraged to do the seltassessment questions becauw, if they
don?, they deprive themselves of valuable personal feedback.)

Self-assessments are a valuable way for the learner to gauge how
they are progressing towards the stated learning outcome. After
the learner has had the opportunity to practise the procedure or
task, it is often helpful to provide them with feedback through
some method of self-testing. A self-assessment of a skill may be
best handled by giving learners a simulated real-life situation
and providing a simple checklist with which to rate their own
performances or finished products. Sometimes it might be
appropriate for them to make a videotape of their performance or
ask a peer to evaluate their performance, again using a checklist.

Self-assessments associated with assessing knowledge acquisition
usually consist of self-test items (multiple-choice, essay questions,
short answer tests, etc.) based on the activities the learner has
recently completed. It is typical for knowledge-based self-
assessment to occur at the end of a series of activities, and prior
to a learning activity where the associated skill component can be
practised. If the knowledge component is complex and/or difficult
the self-assessments can occur more frequently. The self-
assessments must relate directly to the information contained in
the learning resources and should not be used to assess any
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material that has not been covered in the preceding series of
activities. Self-assessments must always provide feedback to the
learner to indicate success in achieving specific learning
outcomes.

Guidelines for writing self-assessment questions

The self-assessment questions should cover all the mgjor
points of knowledge and skill necessary for the learner to
achieve the stated outcomes.

Do not include self-assessment items that only require rote
responses. This accomplishes very little instructionally and
the learners may consider it a waste of their valuable
time.

Produce checklists, flowcharts, rating scales etc. so that
learners can assess their own skill development.

Write self-assessment questions that require the learners to
apply their knowledge and by doing so show that they do
understand what they have learned.

Brief essay questions or problem-solving activities make good
self-assessment items. Although multiple-choice questions
are useful don't use this format in every knowledge test.
Include plenty of variety in the self-asaessment activities.
Provide case studies and examples of materials, scenarios,
etc. and ask 'what if' questions. What went wrong? What
ahould/could they do in this situation? etc.

Try to keep self-assessments to one page, definitely no more
than two.

A word about providing answers to selfassessment
questions

Provide the learner with the correct answers on a page
headed `Self-assessment answers'. These can be located at
the back of the learning guide and colour-coded for easy
identification.
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Alternatively, answer page(s) can follow directly after the
question page(s), if the writer considers it appropriate and if
it is consistent with the presentation format of the learning
guide. If the guide is less than 10 pages in length, a single
page at the back is all right. If the guide has many learning
activities and self-assessment questions the alternative
approach should be considered.

If it is a multiple-choice format don't just give the right
response, indicate why the other responses are incorrect.

If you are using an essay or problem-solving type item, write
a model answer ( or at least list the main points) so that the
learners can compare their response with yours. Your model
answer should be no more detailed than the one you would
expect the learner to write.

For items involving calculations, make sure you include every
step and highlight formulae or equations that should have
been used in the calculation.

Self-assessment activities give learners the opportunity to gain
feedback on their progress. If they have not done as well as they
thought they should have, they can contact their teacher or
trainer for guidance and support.

Reviews (or Summaries)
It is strongly recommended that a review (or summary) section be
included in the learning guide. Reviews are extremely useful to
learners as a means of highlighting the main points that have
been covered while working through the learning guide and its
associated resources. It also acts as a check to make sure that
learners have not inadvertently omitted any important
information.

Gfi
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Reviews should be kept brief and consistent with the learning
objectives stated at the beginning of the guide.



Reviews can be produced by the learning guide writer or can be
produced by the learners themselves. Learner-generated
summaries are worthwhile learning activities, but sufficient
instructions should be given by the writer if learners are
preparing their own summaries.

Various mapping techniques, such as Buzan's Inindmaps' or
Novak's `concept =pie*, can be used te help the learner create
visual representations (maps) of the main points as an
alternative to writing summary notes. Examples of both writer-
produced and learner-generated reviews and summaries are
given below.

Learning guide writer generated review

REVIEW

You have now almost completed the Arst unit of this subject. in this
unit I have tried to help you learn:

what equipment and texts you will need to study the subject;

the categories of computer and the differences between them;

the main elements of a computer system;

what the major computer harclware components are and what
the vario40 types of each are; ancl

the meanings of the commonly used terms minting b computers.

The purpose of all this has been b provide you with a background of
what awmputers are so that you can talk sensibly about computer
systems.

Tony Baum (1976). Use your hod British Broadcasting Corporation, London.

Joseph Novok and Bob Gowin. (194. Leming how to Wm. Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge.
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Student-generated reviews: Buzan's "Mindmaps"

Instead of pages of text, mops can be developed by learners to help

them review learning guide material.
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1

Novak's 'Concept maps'
Given key concepts such as heat, molecules, motion, water, states, etc.

learners must create maps of how the concepts are related. Great for
review purposes.
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Competr-91 assessment
As has been stated in Part 1 of this manual, it is not the
responsibility of the learning guide to undertake the final
rssessment of the learner's competency Appropriate assessment
procedures will need to be designed and implemented so that
learners can demonstrate their proficiency in the competency(ies)
to an assessor, either to an industry or workplace standard or to
the performance level stated in the learning outcomes.

A wide range of assessment procedures exist for evaluating a
learner's performance. The competency required will determine
the most suitable assessment method(s). For example,
knowledge-based competencies may be assessed using 'pen-and-
paper' tests or computers (e.g. simulations) for evaluating
problem-solving or decision-making competencies. Physical
(manual) skills and/or attitudinal behaviours would best ite
determined by the learner demonstrating the competency in the
workplace (or as near to real-life as is practicable using a
simulation or role-play) while being observed by a teacher/trainer
or industry-based assessor. This may have to be repeated several
times. Paper and pencil case studies can also be used to assess
attitudinal behaviours, although care should be taken in inferring
actual competence. Knowing what to do or say may be different
to what the person actually does when placed in a real work
situation.

The ultimate goal of the guide is to assist the learner attain the
knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to meet all the
requirements of this final rmpetency assessment It may inform

. learners about the assessment procedures, however the guide is
not part of that assessment process.

The glossary
A glossary, giving definitions of terms frequently referred to in
the learning guide, should be included as an aid to the learner. It
need not be very long; some glossaries contain only a few words.

The glossary can be placed at the front or the back of the learning
guide and learners should be directed to it in the introduction and
during the learning activities.

. .
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A format for a glossary is shown below:

I GLOSSARY
ACCREDITATION

Accreditation is the formal recognition by an accrediting authority that the content
and standards of a course are appropriate to the award to whkh it leads and that

the course and the methods adopted in delivering itare likely to ochieve the

purpose for which the course was or will be introduced.

ACCREDITING AUTHORITY

An authority empowered by a State/Territory or the Commomvealth to accredit

COMO.

ASSESSMENT

Assessment is the gathering of evidence, and the making of judgements based on

that evidence, about individual students or trainees occorctmg to an °greed set of

rules or standards. Tests, assignments and checklists am examples ofcommon
forms of assessment.

CERTIFICATION

The provision ai o cedificate or award granted as the result of on assessment

process. It signifies the completion of a course of study and/or the achievement of

a program of specified competencies.

COMPETENCE

Competence is the performance of a task to specified standards and in accordance

with specaied condons.

A statement of competence describes:

the skills that are used in the performance of the task (e.g. a list of the skills
required by a competent typist);

the standards of performance of those skills in terms of:

i) routine skills (e.g. words per minute, error rate and setting out) and,

ii) non-routine skills (e.g. time and stress management, interpersonal
skills);

the conditions associated with the normal performance of the specified skills
(e.g. equipment being used, the work environment).

COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING

A form of training and assessment with the following charucterimics:

A full list of the competencies in the TAFE component has been documented

with specified standards and conditions for each competency.

(Developed by TAFE Natirwtal Centre for Researdt and Development, SA, 1990).
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References/Further readings

Although learners will have been directed to many resources as
they worked through various learning activities, some
bibliographic details may have been abbreviated, so it is useful to
have full citations to most of the learning resources included in
this section. Bibliographies should conform to accepted
conventions, so get a copy of the latest Style manual for authors
and editors produced by the Australian Government Publishing
Service or some other similar publication.

Further readings (known in education and training as
enrichment material) can be identified for those learners who
may wish te explore a specific content area in more depth, but the
inclusion of this type of material in the learning guide or in the
resources may not be necessary for the learner to achieve the
stated learning outcomes. It gives the learner the option to
acquire more information.

Annotated bibliographies and further reading lists are preferable
to just a list of books and non-print materials because they allow
you to provide information to the learner about, the type of
content covered, what level it was written for, or sections that are
interesting or inappropriate to read.

FURTHER READING

Gilbs, G., and Haigh, H. A compendium of course evaluation questionnaires

Oxford Polytechnic. Starang Conference on Development Senices, Occasional

Paper 17.

A very useful set of cheddists and ideas for course ow:Auction, which can be

adapted for an open homing context. Most of the teaching it refers to is not

materials based, but them are approadies which could be relevant to many forms

of open learning. Has a useful opening discussion on the design of feedback and

questionnaire items.

The Open University, Pmfessional devekIpment in education: designing effective

self-instructional materials &sr adubs. Centre for Continuing Education, the Open

University, Milton Keynes.

Includes workshops ond o comprehensive pock of materials on developing your

own self-instructional material, with sections on evaluatico and feedback, for text

and non-text components.

(From: Evaluating open ond diskusce learning, Mary Thorpe, Longman, p. 153, 1988).
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PART OF ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Amos, WAG., (id.) Bask knmunology. Butterwarths Landon 1981, pp 188.

The author has covered comprehensively in this book the sant& spectrum of immunology
in the now standard fashion ranging from a historical hgroduction, through descrioions of
components of the ;mune and allied systems, to some more cfinical examples of invnune
processes in action. There are useful summaries to each of the fifteen chapters, and the
book is well indexed but not so well referenced for further reading. The unusual aspect of
the text is the way in which the author has sldlWully provided a dear, exdting introduction b
immunology without neglecting the essential biological context of the science. The concise
theoretical information presented in the chapter on techniques is of particular value. There
are also good sections on tolerance, memory, the genetics and bioassembly of
immunoglobfins and monoclonal antiboches. The Mt has an adequate number of tables
and line-drawn figures, though the latter sue often cluttered in presentation and hence a little
Mak to follow.

Bier, 0.13., do SW, W. D., Goetze, D. and Moto, 1. Fundamentals of immunology, New
York Springer -Yodel 1981, pp 422.

The authors of this book state in the preface that they hare set out to produce a textbook for
medical and biology students waiving their fint inirocksdion * immunology. The
progression through the subject molter slarts with a description of the various components of
the immsme response followed by consideration of how the wrious elements interact in
normal and pathological drcumsbnces. Detailed reiwences are not given, but sack chapter
is followed by a fist of selected further reading. The book is comprehensive and well written
with dear dkerans and photographs illustrating the information given. The book is not -
nor is it intended to be - a reference text. it is essentially a book of the middle ground
between fundamentals and an introduction.

Bovny, T. R., immunology sknplified. 2nd ed. Oxford University Press. 1984 pp 230.

This canprzt paperback is an inirockodory text for bioneefical and fife science students who
wish a short, readable, 'simplified overview of the consfituents cmd mechanisms of the
immunological reactivity of the organism and their applications to practical clinical
problems. The book is divided into 13 chapters coming the now fanillor sequence of
biological aspects and Mammal and callinecliated immunity, complement, KA,
immunmoregulation and Warms, immunity b infections, transplantarion immunity,
autoimmune disease and specific and non-specific immunity. As the end of each chapter
there is, on average, six nem= for further reading. A useful addition for students and
teachers is a 14-page Technicd Appencra which cows the basic principles of a range of
standard tests to invested' the immune system e.g. agglutination, CFT, IF, EUSA,
Finally, there is a 14 pap glossary and index.

Clark, W.R., The Experknental foundations of modem knnwnology 2nd ed., John Wiley
and Sons, New Yodt, 1983 pp 453.

This is an excellent book clus largely so the unusual form of presentation used by the author.
in 11 chapters the author presents, in chronological order, the crucial experimental evidence
from which our cument understanding of the immune system has oohed. The data are
anaemia in a logical, clear, critivi and engaging manner. Each of the chapters is
concluded with a bibliograshy which includes both genenil and key research references
referred to in the text. The book also contains a valuable 10-pop glossary of terms.

(From: Resources in immunology. Produced by P. Btuhn for the subject 'Immunology'
in the Associate Diploma in Applie4 Science (Medical Laboratory), Victoria.
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Writing supplementary learning
materials

The learning guide's purpose, as previously stated, is to direct the
learners to existing resource materials within a structured
learning activity However, there will be occasions when the kind
of information to which you need to refer your learner will not be
available, even after the most thorough of searches. In this case
you will need to produce your own learning materials or adapt
available resources very heavily.

This material can be included in the learning guide itself, if only
1 or 2 pages long, or it can be treated in exactly the same way as
all the other learning resourtes, with learners being directed to it
by name and location.

The material you are most likely to develop will be print-based,
although there is no restriction if you wish to produce your own
learning resources in other media; it will just take more time, and
the costs associated with design and production will be higher.

This section will concentrate on the writing of short, print-based
supplementary learning materials, and is an extension of the
work you will do when writing your learning guide.

These teacher/trainer-made materials are analogous to the
handout used in traditional classroom instruction. These
specially produced materials are valuable because they can
present information, concepts or instructions in a language and
style that best suits the learners.

Remember, even a one or two sheet resource con be time consuming

to develop, so direct learners to existing materials whenever possible.
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You may want to develop supplementary materials if:

the information is unusual, and not available from any
standard source

the information or data is particularly new and not available a
through usual sources such as journals, data sheets, etc.

the available materials are written in too much detail

the reading level of the materials is too high (or too low) for
the learners

special instructions for laboratory, workshop or other
activities, projects, industrial site visits, etc. are needed.

In writing additional materials:

use language that is clear and at a level appropriate to the
learners

define or explain new technical terms if they are used for the
first time (and put them in the glossary)

include diagrams, graphs, etc. for greater clarity and to
maintain interest

include only essential information; keep it brief and to the
point

if you include other people's work (text, illustrations,etc.)
make sure you do not infringe any copyright laws and that
you properly acknowledge the author(s) and/or source(s) of
the information ani obtain their permission to use the
material if appropriate.

The development of supplementary materials is sometimes
unavoidable, but it should only be done when all reasonable
attempts to find suitable existing resources have been exhausted.
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Presentation guidelines for
learning guide writers

If you decide to design the guide by yourself the following

guidelines should prove simple, but effective. You can also use
them if you have to produce supplementary learning materials to

complement the guide and existing resources.

Some basic rules for designing learning guides
and resources

Use the KIS(S) technique . short for Keep It Simple. The
more complicated a design, the less a learner may
comprehend.

Labelling in diagrams and illustrations should be kept to a
minimum. Arrows within a diagrsi-1-1 or illustration may be
useful if they help to eliminate ambiguity

Line drawings are most effective in helping most learners
achieve learning outcomes which require the explanation and
comprehension of concepts.

Photographs are useful where it is important that the
learner understands an object's 3-cEmensional structure, or
as a substitute for reality A sequence of photographs is useful
when explaining a process or prowdure. If photographs are
used make sure they are properly screened for reproduction.
A good photograph, poorly reproduced can be very frustrating
for the learner!

Colour should be used to highlight important information or
to increase the similarity of illustrations to real objects or
situations (and therefore aid identification). The use of colour,
however, frequently does not contribute to learning and, if
used indiscriminately, may actually distract from important
features. If colour is a consideration in your guide, be aware
that it will add significantly to the cost of reproduction.
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Illustrations should be designed to serve a specific
function. They should contain no more information than is
necessary for the intended message to be received by a
particular audience. '113 this end, if you intend to use
diagrams and illustrations in the guide, you should seek the
opinions of others in order to assess the comprehensibility
and appropriateness of the illustration(s). These others can
either be your colleagues or, preferably, those at the same
knowledge level as your potential audience.

Presenting information using text*
It is easier for learners to learn when the format helps, rather
than gets in the way of, understanding and organizing the
information. Use of good text layout principles can aid the
learning process by:

Making the text easier to read

Relating the words and illustrations in the text clearly

Giving an obvious organizational pattern to the content

Directing attention to key points

Separating blocks of information

Facilitating rapid scanning and retrieval of information

Providing note-taking space.

Good text layout involves:

A text layout which helps the eye move from right to left and
top left to bottom right of the page

The placement of space on the page

The use of words or phrases to headline, highlight or
distinguish blocks of text

The use of underlining, boldface, italics, lines etc. to
highlight key ideas

1he material an text ond illustrations hos been included from K. Silber and M.
Steinicld, Writing trainin materials, in Robert Craig (1987) Training and
development handitodc. 3rd Ed., McGraw-HD as it is o succinct summary of
these two areas.
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The use of tables, graphs, matrices, flowcharts and diagrams
to simplify and highlight concepts and procedures

The placement of words and ilkstrations in proper relation to
one another so they work together.

Use the following guidelines to format pages of
printed text

Leave lots of white space on the page to break up the density
of the text

Use short topic or subtopic words or phrases on the left side
of the page with corresponding explanations on the right side

Put boxes around text portions of special interest or
importance

Place illustrations and related word explanations next to
each other

Use symbols such as * instead of numbers for lists -
except when the list is a procedure with steps that must be
performed in a certain order

Use short lista separated by headings

Leave lots of blank space for note-taking

Organize sentences into short paragraphs

Use different type faces and sizes to differentiate chapters,
headings, and subheadings - but don't overdo it! Serif
types faces (like the one you're reading now) are usually used
for the main text to aid word recognition and speed of
reading. Sans serif faces (e.g HELVETICA or FUTURA) are
more common as chapter and page headings.

Visual 'signposts'

Visual signposts can be dot points, boxes, colour - in fact, any
decorative device which signals to the learner, for example:

the importance of that information with respect to the
surrounding text

a change of learning activity

self-assessment questions to complete

warnings about the use of equipment and/or materials.
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The most used visual signposts in learning guides are graphic
symbols or 'icons', which are placed in the margins, and alert the
learner to the type of material that lies ahead. It doesn't matter
what symbols you use; just be sure they are distinct, consistent
and their intent is obvious to the learner.

Learning guide writers sometimes produce a legend at the
beginning of the guide, usually in the introduction or information
to learner section, which describes what each symbol means.
This is demonstrated in the following example:

videos

read a
reference

78

audio tapes

undertake an
activity

revise or
reflect

CAL (Computer
Assisted Learning)
programs

7s

listen to an
audio cassette

watch a video
cassette
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5 Presenting information using illustrations

Often the message or information presented in textual format can
be enhanced or made more understandable by a relevant,
properly prepared illustration. Conversely, an illustration can be
made more understandable when accompanied by appropriateI labels and/or text.

Specifically, when they are used with words, illustrations can
help learners visualize:

representations of ideas, concepts, things
MI

relative sizes of objectsi
steps in a process

0
specific details of objects

li
parts of objects

generalized shapesil
relative distances.i

I Use illustrations alone, or illustrations and word combinations to:

I influence,

direct,

0 organize, or

simplify

I
learaers' perceptions of instrucfional messages. Some techniques

0 for using text and illustrations effectively are to:

make illustrations attractive to the learner

I use captions, questions, or explanations, with illustrations,
I to:

o help the learner classify the illustration

o tell the learner what to look for in the illustration

o help the learner remember the illustration

'''::... .:,.,:,....:::,:..... , .:.:::..:.::.::,:.:.::::A.:.,.:.;:z..i.:,..,::.:!...x.,,.:..:.:..,::.:.:.:.:::*:,:.,,:,:
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initially use less detailed graphics to convey an overview of
the concept or object

later, use more detailed graphics to show specific examples
or portions of a concept or object

use line drawings, rather than pictures, to show or highlight
the details of the object

use lines, arrows and highlighting in illustrations to:

o emphasize items

o separate items

o indicate movement

o show hierarchical relationships

in sequencing illustrations, go from the big view illustration
to the discrete parts illustrations and back again into the big
view illustration - and do so frequently to keep the learners
oriented.

Presenting information using tables
A table is an ordered arrangement of numerical data in columns
and rows. Tables encompass an immense variety of forms, yet all
must obey some fundamental rules of common sense:

they must have a dearly stated purpose

they must have a physical shape that organises data
effectively so that the data's purpose becomes self-evident

they must be typographically clear and legible

they must be arranged neatly

they must be attractive as images.

While the choice of layout will depend on desired emphasis,
attractiveness and economy of space, the following points can
apply to most tables:

Aim at visual impact so that trends will be evident without
further refinement of the data.

The table as a whole includes a title and all explanatory
notes. The title should state wliat, how, where and when
about the data and by this it should be self-explanatory



111 Arrange data in columns, not rows for easier comparison.
Cohimn and row headings should contain the standard
abbreviations of the units of measurement if they have not
already been included in the title.

Present data in a logical sequence with the most important
data at the top of the table. If totals are less important than
individual items place them at the bottom of columns or to
the right of rows; if they are more important place at the top
or left.

Tables need space. Spacing and ruling can aid the reader in
dividing the bulk of the data into discrete groups for easier
interpretation. Use as much space or as many lines as is
practical. 'Ibo large a table with narrow margins is just as
inefficient as a small table with excessive margins.

Avoid placing a table sideways on a page to alleviate the need
for the reader to rotate his/her head or the page.

Record numbers at the same level of accuracy and preferably
round off to the nearest full number or order of magnitude.

Use asterisks and other symbols, with footnotes below, for
comments.

Presenting information using charts

Why use charts?

To show and tell facts effectively.

To save the learner's time as information presented in this
form is easily understood.

To direct the learner's attention to aspects considered
important

To give the learner a context within which to perceive the
important facts.

_

To display statistical relationships more clearly than words
or numbers permit.

To plot relationships that could not otherwise be understood.

To illustrate nonvisual concepts visually.
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lb improve the effectiveness of communicating visual factors.

'lb gain attention during a presentation.

lb add variety to a nage of text to make it visually more
interesting.

Types of charts

Pie charts show the proportion of parts to the whole

Bar charts show proportions related to each other,
irrespective of the total

Column charts show comparisons of amounts

Step charts show comparisons of amounts over time

Line or curve charts show fluctuations over time

Surface or area charts show proportional trends over time

Scatter or dot charts show patterns from which conclusions
can be drawn

Maps show relationships of elements in space

flowcharts show relationships of processes

Organization charts show human relationships

Schematics show relationsbirs of theoretical concepts

Time lines show simple time sequences

Time-andactivity charts show process in coml tation with

time

Step-by-step charts show stages of thoughts, ifithen
sequences and alternative courses.

A range of chart types is shown on the foilowing page.
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As a learning guide writer your time is valuable, so you do not
want to be sitting down for hours producing highly complicated
text and visuals.

There are several sources close at hand to aid you in the design of
your guide and save you time.

Use newpapers and magazines

These are a great source for

typefaces

cartoons
a

graphics

photographs

borders and frames.

Use adhesive lettering and symbols

Many different rub-on type styles, tones and symbols, in a range
of colours and sizes can be purchased from art supply stores,
newsagents and stationery stares. They are relatively easy to use
after a bit of practice and, when done well, the final image looks
very professional. 110

Use 'Clip-art' books.

These books, available in many libraries, are compilations of
different graphic images (borders, frames, cartoons, illustrations
or charts). These collections are not covered by copyright and can
be freely photocopied, reduced or enlarged as required and used
in the production of your learning guide.

Use a computer

Computers are easy to use and, with the range of software now
available, allow trainers to produce excellent printed materials,
especially if the computer is attached to a high quality laser.
printer. Powerful and affordable wordprocessing software is

84
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readily available which will allow text to be generated in a range
of styles and sizes. Sophisticated drawing, graphing and desktop
publishing software permits any teacher/trainer to produce high
quality materials.

This is currently the best method for producing learning guides
because of:

the quality of the finished product

its versatility in producing the desired layout

the range of typefaces, graphic elements and templates
available

the ease with which changc: can be made.

" ' ";. - 3 ;.i...W..%::;



Checklist for presenting information in learning
guides*

Content

r3 Is each section and/or unit clearly identifiable?

Are the learning outcomes written in the approved manner?

CI Are overviews, reviews or summaries of the content
included?

Are headings clear and with consistent typefaces?

C3 Are there subheadings to assist the learner read the text?

13 Is there a contents and acknowlegements page?

0 Are glossary, references and self-assessment questions and
answers pages included?

Layout

ri Is the contents page dearly organised?

ri Are page numbers located on top or bottom margins? Are
they in the correct sequence?

ri Has an easy-to-read typeface been selected e.g. Times,
Helvetica?

Is the type size appropriate for the learners?

(3 Has sufficient space been left so that text blocks are

separated to aid reading and/or allow learners to add their
own notes?

Are words underlined, boldfaced or boxed, to highlight key

.-leas? Are visual signposts or icons designed into the
layout?

Ar:apied from James Hartley (1985) Designing insinictiord taxi 2nd Ed., Kagan
Page, p. 141.
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Illustrations

0 Does the illustrative material contribute to better
understanding of the text?

0 C3 Is the illustrative material placed appropriately in the text,
and in sequence within it?

I 1 ri Does the illustrative material have clear captions?

0 If examples are provided in the text, are these clearly
recognisable as such?

0 If tables, graphs, diagrams and examples are presented in
the text, are they clearly drawn so as to be easily
understood?

0 If the text contains mathematical expressions, are they
presented in a standard way throughout the text?

0 If colour is used in the illustrations, is it necessary and
appropriate?

I
el

I
ill

ill

il
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Appendix A

Guides or
modules?

Sorting out
definitions



A rose by any other name..?
...4=Mask=rat\MMIWCZa,:a:V.:ZZZ,::

The trouble with definitions is that no two people can ever agree
on the wording! While preparing this package it became evident
that a number of terms such as learning guide, learning module,
study guide, learning unit and teacherguide were being used,
often interchangeably, to describe quite different entities. lb add
to the confusion, each StatefThrritory seems to have its own
definition for these terms. Even within a single organisation
there are significant differences over the meaning of many of
these terms.

While not wishing to contribute further to the confusion, and with
the intention of aiding readers of this manual, the most common
terms used in the field have been selected and descriptions
proposed so that there is a common reference point.

Learning guide

A learning guide is a structured booklet designed to direct the
learner through a series of learning activities, and to a range of
resources, to achieve specified competencies or learning outcomes.
It can be seen as a roadmap ar set of directions that shows the
learner how to get from where they are to where they want to be
(for example, employed and skilled in their chosen (or a new)
occupation). It directs the learner to the appropriate learning
resources, where to find them, to the essential information
contained within these resources, and to additional resources for
further reading if the learner wishes to pursue the topic/subject
matter in more detail. It descriles learning activities which they
must undertake to acquire knowledge and skills, as well as
providing feedback in the form of self-assessment questions
(formative assessment), sometimes using a computer-based
testing system to provide that feedback.

These learner-centred booklets are usually in a printed format.
The learning guide can vary in length. It may range from 10-20
pages and take a learner 8-10 hours to complete. However, where
learning guides are used in industry they tend to Le shorter (in
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the 1-4 hour range). Learning guides are not textbooks. Every
word counts! They usually do not contain large amounts of
content specific information themselves. Learning modules on
the other hand are usually much larger and basically self-
contained; that is, they contain all the information and resources
a learner is likely to need to achieve the learning outcomes.
Learning guides are designed ta meet a specific learning task or
competency rather than cover an entire topic or suftect area.

The guide, ta use computer jargon, should be user-friendly and
adhere to basic principles of adult learning and instructional
design. More importantly, it should be well-designed so the
learner is motivated to achieve the learning outcomes or
competencies in an enjoyable, interesting and rewarding way.

Although the guide states the standard that must be achieved
before the learner is considered competent and can direct the
learner to the appropriate competency test where the learner
must actually demonstate the skill (summative assessment), it is
not the learning guide which does the final assessment of
the learner's competency. That responsibility still resides
with the teacher/trainer or assessor.

Study guide

A study guide is primarily concerned with the organisational
component of learning, that is, how to work in an independent,
external or open learning mode. A study guide is a component of
an entire learning package normally associated with off-
campus/distance educafion/open learning courses offered by
educational institutions.

On average they are about 10-20 pages in length. It is designed
to assist learners and usually contains:

an outline of the coarse structure

overviews of subjects (or units)

biographical infurmation about the tutors and how to contact
them
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study skills information

hints on writing assignments/essays

the scheduling of practical sessions (if appropriate)

prescribed textbooks for the subject(s)

assessment/study timetable and enrolment/re-enrolment
information.

It is important to note that no learning of subject-specific
knowledge takes place when the learner uses this type of guide.
A study guide is usually self-contained, although some course
developers have it as the front-end of an introductory module or
unit

A briefer version (2-4 pages) known as the subject guide is
normally given as a handout to on-campus students and is
common in TAFE to orient students to the course. It usually
contains the course aims and objectives, descriptions of topics or
units in the subject, prescribed and recommended texts and
assessment criteria for the subject.

Teacher's/Instructor's guide

This guide is a companion booklet for the teacherrmstructor
which supports a topic, subject or entire course of study. It is
usually designed as a resource to assist them to conduct
classroom teaching activities and may include objectives, teaching
strategies, instructional resources available to support classroom
activities, tests, assignment suggestions and lesson plans. As
the title implies it is only for the teacherrmstructor and is not a

learner resource.

Learning module

The use of the term module is fairly well entrenched in
TAFE/industry jargon. The problem is not all people agree about
what the term means.

Various designs and applications of learning modules have been
available since the late 1960s. Learning modules with their

-, \
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emphasis on individualised and/or self-paced learning have been
used in a large variety of settings in TAFE and industry. Other
terms which are synonymous with learning module are the
learning activity package and learning unit.

A learning module has been defined by Goldschmid and
Goldschmid (1973) as "a self-contained, independent unit of a
planned series of learning activities designed to help the learner
accomplish certain well defined objective?. A fuller description is
found in Parkinson (1986) se which in part defines learning
modules as "discrete and integrated packages of knowledge and
skill complete within themselves, dealing with one aspect or a
number of aspects of vocational education...While the modules
stand on their own, the learning ...must be assessable...and
capable of being linked to other modules...They tend to be task
rather then discipline oriented and of variable length depending
on the time taken to achieve objective?.

It is this self-contained nature of the learning module which has
gained it such popularitzi. All resources necessary to complete the
module are included. As most learning modules are print-based
a review of both past and current modules indicates that much of
the material incorporated in these modules has been
rewritten/reformatted fkom other sources, sometimes by necessity
and other times te. 'fit the format'. This can be wasteful both of
time and resources.

This 're-invention of the wheel' syndrome has added literally
1000s of hours to the time required for module development. In
order to niinimise the difficulty of the learner accessing resources
it has become normal for developers to incorporate all appropriate
textual materials, and in some cases non-print resources such as
videos, etc. into the module. Although beneficial to the learner,
the long development time and associated production and
disserninat In costs has placed a heavy financial and resource

Gokischrnicl, B. and Goldsthmid, M. (1973) Modular inshuction in higher
education: A review, Higher Education 2, 15-32.

Parkinson, K. (1986) A glossary °berms used in TAFE, Adelaide. TAPE National
Centre for Research and Development.
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burden on organisations who have developed these kinds of
modular approaches.

1 It is true that there are many well produced learning modules in
existence. However, the purpose of this paper is not to detract
from that, but only to point out that the circumstances under

IIP which they were produced have changed and it is now time to
reassess the development of the modular approach and consider
adopting a mfidified and simplier form of learning resource - the
learning guide.

a
Modularisation

The term modularisation is concerned with the way formal
educational and industry-based training programmes are
designed and delivered using the module as previously defined.
Competency-based training, open learning and distance educat on
(off-campus) programmes use the modular approach as one of the
primary methods for deEigning and delivering learning
programmes for certification or skills updating. Sometimes this

ii modular approach is integrated with a computer-managed
learning system. The module has become a favoured
instructional method for packaging the elements of knowledge
and skill required by the learner to achieve prescribed outcomes
or occupational competencies.

The term modularisation should be used witk some caution as
concerns have been expressed in TAFE and elsewhere about the
concept of a fixed time MOthlie. rTh set a limit of notionally 40
hours on a module is inconsistent with the current view on how
learners achieve competency. No matter how a module is
designed, individuals will take different lengths of time to
complete it, based on their own prior knowledge and their ability
to learn new knowledge and skills.

A module of 40 hours implies a considerable number of tasks and
may well be served by having a learning guide for each discrete
topic or unit of work and would assist the learner progress frau
one task to another. The learning guide's function is as a
roadmap to help the learner through a part of a module. Hence,
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the learning guides are joined togetter and related in much the
same way as the individual maps of a street directory are.

The crucial issue is that a module cannot be measured by a
prescriptive time frame as no two learners can hope to achieve
competency at the same rate.

Learning guides or modules? it's your decision

In a time of dwindling financial resources and reduction of
experienced support staff (curriculum/training course developers,
instructional designers and educational technologists) due to
budget cuts, training organisations and educational institutions
will need to move more towards the learning guide approach.
This approach still maintains many of the benefits of the learning
module (defined learning ouftnnes, structured learning activities,
feelback via self-assessment questions, etc.) but the utilization of
existing resources from a variety of sources significantly reduces
the time and expense associated with resource development.

In the end your educatiln or training needs, and the resources
available to you, will determine whether you produce a learning
guide or the more self-contained module. This paper advocates
that, where possible, the learning guide is produced first. After a
suitable field trial and evaluation the decision can be made a:lout
whether or not the more comprehensive learning module or other
learning resources are required.

96
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Appendix BPy
Getting further
information on

industry and
award restructuring

A bibliography



As learning guides are an integral part of industry and award
restructuring and competencrbased training, this
bibliography provides the reader with an up.to.date listing of
the most =dor works relevant to the Australian context.

'Ms bibliography has been produced by Ms Gail Vigilante,
Senior Librarian and her staff at the TAFE Library, Royal
Melbourne Institute of Thchnology. Her pormission to
reproduce the bibliography in this manual is acknowledged.

ASTEC (Australian Science and Thchnology Council).
Wealth from skills: measure to raise the skills of the
workforce: a report to the Prime Minister, 1987

AUSTRALIA, Dept Employment Education and Training,
Entry training: issues and opportunities arising ADM award
restructuring, 1989

AUSTRALIA, Dept. Employment Education and Training.
Duining needs analysis
niainer 'fraining Service, 1989

The Australian TAFE Teacher
Competency based training - the way to go
23, 3, September 1990 (whole issue)
(Includes supplement Getting a hold on restructuring: award
restructuring, national curricula and TAFE teachers. TAFE
National Centre for Reseurch and Development for the
Australian Committee on TAFE Curriculum)

CLARK, 'Derry
Getting to grips with skills audits
TAFE National Centre for Research and Develoi ment, 1990

CROSS, P in
Challenge for TAFT
Australian TAFE Thacher, 1st quarter 1989
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CROSS, P in
Award restructuring - implications for TAFE
Australian TAFE Mather, 4th quarter 1989

CURTAIN, R
Guidelines on career path development and job restructuring
15 issues to consider
University of Sydney. Dept. Industrial Relations, 1988

cuRTAIN, R
What's involved in doing a skills review?
VICTORIA State Training Board, 1989

CURTIN, Penelope and OLWENY, Phoebe
Bibliography on award and industry restructuring
SA Department of Employment and TAPE, 1989

FIELD, L
Shilling Australia, Longman Cheshire, 1990
(see review The Weekend Australian, Investing in People,
October 13-14 1990, p.41)

FOYSTER, J
Getting to grips with competency based training and
assessment
TAFE National Centre for Research and Development, 1989

HAINES, Christine
Award restructuring: implications for women
WA Department of Employment and Training, 1989

HALL, W and HAYTON, G

Industry restructuring and TAFE
TAFE National Centre for Research and Development, 1988

ilALL, W and HAYTON, G in
Getting ready for the restructure
Australian TAFE Teacher, 4th quarter, 1989

HAYTON, G and HARUN, M
Training for integrated manufacturing - a review of recent
literature
TAFE National Centre for Research and Development, 1988

.
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HAYTON, G and LOVEDER, P
Industry restructuring and implications for TAFE
TAFE National Centre for Research and Development, 1990a

a LLOYD, B
Education pathway in engineering education

11 EPM Consulting Group, 1990

I LOUSE, S and CHATAWAY, G

Resource implications for award restructuring
TAFE National Centre for Research and Development, 1990

MONIE, P and CURTAIN, R
Industry restructuring: a case study
TAFE National Centre for Research and Development, 1990

NATIONAL TRAINING BOARD.
Setting national skill standards (A discussion paper), 1990

NSW DEPT of TAFE and Department of Industrial Relations.
Award restructuring resource package for TAFE teachers
Includes video 'Life after Debt' 29 mins., 1990I
PRATT, Vin
Affirmative restructuring
Australian TAFE Teacher, 4th. quarter 1989

TAFE National Centre for Research and Development.
Industry restructuring newsletter
Nos. 1 to 8 (December, 1989 to October, 1990)

VICTORIA, State 'fraining Board.
a Award restructuring the challenges and opportunities for

TAFE: a discussion paper, 1989.

VICTORIA, Department of Labour. Women's employment

Women and Award Restructuring 'fraining Branch, 1989

0 VICTORIA, Department of Labour. Women's employment
Women and Award &structuring 'fraining Branch, 1990
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Learning guides.

Examples from
education,

training and
industry

9 9



Introduction

The three examples included in this section have been produced
by three organisations involved with vocational education and
training. Two are from industry (Faulding Pharmaceuticals and
Woodside Off-Shore Petroleum) and one from TAFE (TAFECOM,

NSW). For each example, a small number ofpages have been
eelected to highlight important instructional design and
presentation features that were included in each programme.
This manual does not propose that learning guide developers
produce 'clones' of our model. The examples in this section are
intended to show that final products can be very different,
although each includes essential instructional design elements.

We encourage you to experiment with different approaches. These

examples are a good starting point.

Nottg
You will observe that the developers of these advection and training
materials have calkid the programs, modules. As vo3 discussed in
Part I and Appenax A, the use of the term module is well
entrenched in WE and industry vernacular. However, these
examples follow closely, although not exactly, the approach

suggested by the authors for the development of learning guides.

The first example* has been selected from a series of training
programs produced for in-house use by Faulding Pharmaceuticals
in South Australia. Faulding is committed to the .14velopment of
competency-based training programs for its shop-floor personnel.

The example, Occupational health and safety, is the first
programme undertaken by shop-floor personnel. The training

* Permission to use this example has been granted by Ms Lusia Guthrie,

Mandacturing Manager, Fauldings Pharmaceuticals and Mr Roger
Thompson, Thompson Consulting Pty Lut,

Examples
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programme is printed on A4 size paper, single colour throughout,

divided into five sections covering major content areas, a final

section devoted to assessment, a programme completion form and

a feedback sheet for use by the participants. The training
programme is 38 pages in length. The cover is very basic and the
whole programme is bound using spiral binding.

The second essungle* was produced by Woodside Off-Shore

Petroleum. The training program is designed to instruct
personnel in performing hydrostatic pressure tests. The
presentation of this material is quite different from the previous

example. The information is printed on A5 size paper, single

colour, except for contents and title pages which are printed in
two colours, red and black. Each section is divided by a dark

green cardboard interleaf for identifying individual sections

easily. The whole program is contained iv a 3-ring vinyl covered
binder. The binder is light blue, with two full colour photographs
on the firont cover. The title, Safety training, appears prominently

in yellow on the cover and spine of the binder, as does the

company logo. Excluding interleaves, the program is

approximately 45 pages in length, and divided into 8 sections. It
includes 10 pages for the supervisor's checklist.

The third example** was developed by the Open College
Network, NSW TAFE Commission for the Office Clerical

Traineeship. This example is designed to provide learners with an

awareness of anti-discrimination and equal employment

opportunity issues. It is the third in a series of six programmes.
Mthough this example could be classified as a module (because
all the information required by the learner is contained in the
programme), it is included for its innovative use of graphic

* Permission to use this example has been wanted by Mr Robert King and Mr
Greg Colgrave, Woodside Off-Shore Petroleum, Karratha, Western
Australia.

" Pemiission to use this example has been granted by the Open College
Network, NSW TAFE Commission.

MWSWOZ,M.MMSIMMUCia"AMMUTRVIIMITUaNZiar,
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elements and its overall layout. However, it still contains those
elements essential to learning guides - introductions, learning
outcomes, self-help questions, feedback, etc. The example
provided was printed on A4 paper, single colour, and double sided.

It is divided into 4 sections with a total length of 35 pages. A

separate pre-test sheet and a learner evaluation sheet are also
included.

The examples are organised to provide illustrations of the ways in

which the various components of a learning guide could be
presented.

These include:

a statement of objectives

information to help learners use the guide

learning activities

assessment of learning (including pre-tests)

and

feedback to the learning guide developer.

Note: This manual also has re complementary learning guide entitled

HOW write a learning guide, which provides another example of
learning guide production.

Exam* 107
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Objectives
,':.:,..,,... ' :. .

Aim
This course wil I teach you safe procedures for pressure testing various
tubulars and sub assemblies. When you have completed the course,
you will know how to safely carry out hydro testing.

Objectives
1 (Learning outcomes)

On successful completion of this courre, you will be able to;

describe the basic physics involved in pre&sure testing;

describe In detail the safe operating procedures for pressure
te Ain&

identify the hazards associated with these procedures and how
to avoid therm and

identify the safety features which have bren built into the
system.

Aim and learning outcomes
dearly stated.

(Refer to learning outcomes

section in the manual
[pp. 45 - 52) For discussion on

this area.)

108 F. 3
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User information

All resources necessary to

complete the programme are

noted here.
RESOURCES

To undertake thls module you rewire the following resources:

1. SUN Intonnation Booklet

2. Safety Data Sheets

3. Audo cassette at fwe gyms/ion alarm and procedures tar either Theberion

or Salsbury sites

4. Work Posture and Manual Handling Booklet

KEY TO SWARMS

These symbols are tocated in the left margin 011ie module. They ittustrate en scion
which should be taken Or a MOW= 10 be used, at that oartadar stage in the module.

undertake an activity

Main Wink

wadi a Wee assume

The 'visual signposts' or icons

are previewed so that learners

are alerted to the type of

activities that may lie ahead.

Exam Ph

rOVIIIO Or MORO

read a nearer.

Wen ss an audo
cassette

Module 1 pap 3
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Grwhic component indicates
section and title. This is

consistant throughout the

programme.

Running heading (optional).

ttIm 1ISIMg

Video

Learner directed to learning resource and

directions given on how to use it and what to

look for.

Part 1 of the video, Hydra Testing, gives a fawn (4 minutes)
overview of the test. The overview will simply give you a
picture of the whole test. Don't uvrry about remembering
any details at the moment - that will anne later on. Our aim
is to learn how to do the test safely. As you witch the video,
see what opectsol the test might b e Singe= s. lot these dawn
quickly in the spice below as you notch the video or whin it
is finished. Now watch part 7 of the video.

Dangerous aspects of the test
From the video you should have a clear overview of the test. Did many
aspects of the test seem haurdous? Or did it seem quite safe? ln fact,
hazards arise at a number of points, as we will soon see. But they all
stem from one thing - pressure. The next module, Understanding
Pressure, explains why the pressure applied in the hydro test can be
extremely dangr OUS it the test is not carried out correctly.

Video icon.
Cartoons are

used throughout

too. Good ideal

Neceuary information is brought to the

attention of the learner.

1 1 105 Example 2



Hydro Trgitri

Computer Program

The computer program Hydro Testing contains a module
explaining what pressure is, how it iq used in the hydra test,
and why it can ire a hazard. You should now movc to the
computer terminal and load the program HYD RO TESTING.
Choose Lesson Module 2.

Use humour to get a point across.

Example 2 C 1 1 1



Review section

in this case stated as

outcomes of the learning

programme.

Learning options.

Give the learners

options an where

to go after they

have completed

the programme.

Note:
1W/441.

NOWthat you bele worked Womb thia nodule, WI s pod
thee ts cheek that pou kosa two:Alias you're mans% to haw
to pus the module:

You should ear be eble

saplain es menial of the ward Almataisatien

f dams nip dicrisautioe to untidy

mats how t b ADiontalastics ask NTT tram to pretest
tiscrislastios hem minim

demi& the laporteece egad arsideyasst eppertuelty
asdbow Ibb optboo st we*

f explain the amiss arsenal beresaesst sad sista whet le
de till& omen is thanwhpber

11 you pi,st shag mg attire above. saes e rod Woo to
go bock sad miss sone eryser work Dal tiget to check sidi
year *whir Ow hoe a* paelass.

O 4).004:6000400000
rho ova bra aiyibing pan like lo WI vs shost this eadels?
Perhapt pas Se gat reaathisa iesset *Woad very ar
Get ems settridos Mat week Or did you really saley it? Ask
your tescher la as *shaft Ana sadist es Mot It help

IS balw Illechbf TIU 11114 Aston Widest&

41144111A11161411

&hag extra setivitha tide modals

ogi
Pinsendissi le ties seat "Wale

The extra selirilies ii. ditibraoS from what Woe skew* don&
Thoy ellen Wan seam a Mob debar Noe rum* diamsalea
auxenhas, eta The will NM sere teaks ft: dein ars
aettoitiet. 'forego takes isnor than 4 hams to amidst. the
bade mobs* it is probabilist to noes ea * the sea *la
beeseseyen say run sat attars at the sot Ouch vith the
*War ityedis IMMO.

Learner referred to other learning resources, with

on incentive to earn extra marks, or advice to move

on if they have token longer than expected to

complete the programme.

Chance for learners

to go back over some

of the programme or
consult the

teacher/trainer if
they are unsure of
any of the material,

H 2 0 bcomPis 3



Learning activities

Space provided
for learner to write
required
information. By

being written into
the programme
this type of
information is less

likely to be lost
than if written on a
separate sheet or
scrap of paper.

Redbird' for Activity 12

1 (d) 2 (c) 3 (a) 4 (i)

Activity 1.3

Note use of real-life resources
photos and names on notice board,
and nominated resource person.
Where possible use the real thing!

Iloaagraphs and ram cl all okay pwso aro cloak* an !ha mica Imards.
look whoa and don, by par mecum mon go and mom all GE do
mioyinisannol. In dim space finnidod below, ono doom do poson's nano and
low they con to ccoodod grow needed. Talk o don about their rah in "defy C/I
Fauldino.

Person Comm'

Safety Onnytitheat
Istombar

Huth and Saltily
Rspresentatho

Pal Aid Olney

Foe Warden

While you are at wadi than me facilities available to loch attar you it you become aids
or injured Thin are sick moms and an on-site physiotherapist available atcertain times.

At:04y 1.4

tame the dareem and we th. facdides conad wain. Find Os* %he do
crampoon!' an. kr =maim do phydadorqad, dodo co arly catir loath
fraiossionals.

Use real-life resources again.

ExattIPto 1

z lAodule 1 page 5
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Lead-in to the

next segment.

There we specific procedures to be &loped in the con ot an accident or near wise.

Whal Veil Oink Is men by e near miss? This Is an IteSdn wNoli awn and could

easily have regulled In en

In Me next actherly you are wired to state ohm your knrnedate response should De In

11c ease elan sodden! VON near Into.

To prepare for dig next nth*, refer to the Standard Opening Procedures (cornnfonty

known as the SOP's) or the notice boards to find out the prooedures repinedIn the

evert of on added or near Mt

lielkfly

Briefly dosolbo Quo your ntiponso Amid to if you or. o whom, tho folovAng
situdiono. You may goy% yew response 4n lho von prouland, or skis ft iikodlyso
your MOMSmon

Accidereitear Min Preceding Response SitustIon

1. Employee tab on wet floor and strikes head.

2. Engem, Is struck hr neving 10111

3. A caresiner We horn a pallet utile being trensiforted-

4, An employee Is sprayed In the gyee end taw Rom a burst 011/111C111 solution

Wie

For feedback turn to the next page.

Refers learners to model answers
prepared by learning guide's developers.

Modulo 1 page 23

Learners
directed to
another printed
resource within
the organisation.

Option given to either
write response, or
present response
verbally to resource

person.
If possible give

learners alternatives
Sofile muy have better
written

communication skills,

others bater verbal.
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Hydro Tering

Wanting:

Take rare to ensure the test sub does not Wide off the support
racks when in this position.

Any dangerous (or potentially

dangerous) aspect should be

highlighted. You can't overdo this if

there is any chance that the learner
may damage equipment or injure
themselves.

3

V".

Example 2

o
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Sa fry Tnriffing

Filling with Water
YOU should allow water to enter the vessel slowly mn bubbles don't
form. Filling from the bottom forces all the air out of the open-ended
fitting. Water will trickle out when all the air has been displaced. The
fill-up stage is now complete.

Remember these critical points
Only use fillkup fittings at this stage.

Do not elevate the vessel aboven-n degrees hum
the horizontal for smaller subs.

Do not elevate larger subs above 30 degrees.

Fill with water slowly from the lower end of the
vessel.

4

Again, good
use of line

drawing.

Major points to be

remembered by

learner highlighted.

Again, use

of icon.

116
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Hydro Testing

Now that we have finished the fill-up stage, let's stop for a few
minutes. Remember, the veswel in the teo will soon be put under grea t
pressure. This is why hydro testing is potentially very dangerous.

&fore you go on, list four steps so far in the test that will make
the test safe.

Space allocated for learner to

review and summarise content.

Haw did you ga? Look at the critical points on Module 3 p.4,
Module 4 p.3 and Moduk 5 p.41. As you read them, think
about how each one makes the test safe.

Feedback provided by direction

to refer to specific pages in

programme.

Example 2

5
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Wily Training
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The system essurized

Photos can be useful

where dose-up detail

needs to be shown.

licture quality &
reproduction are very
important here.

We have lost quality in

trying to reproduce

these examples in this

guide and so what the

finished product looks

kke will be an important

feature of your design.

2
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Review of

main points.

Learner
directed to
do computer
test.

Example 2

Softly Training

Remember these critical points
Do not enter the test cell until you are sure that the
system has been depressurized.

Disassemble the parts in the reverse order to which
they were assembled.

Check that you have not damaged any of the parts
during the test.

This is the final stage in the hydro test All that remains now is for you
to complete the computer based test questions before you attempt the
test under supervision.

You have now completed this course on hydro testing. Your knowl-
edge of hydro testing will be checked in two ways - by computer-based
test questions and by a field activity.

You should now do the computer-based lesi in the computer
pogrom HYDRO TESTING. Select Test Modules 3-8 to do
the test.

Your field fat for this course will be organised by your
supervisor. A copy of the Supervisor's cheddist for this field
activity is at the end rid* study guide for your information.

Further sources of information

Your supervisor
Safety Officer - Supply Base

4

114

On-the-job assessment
learner directed to contact
supervisor.
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u t 3

What Is sexual harassment?

11% pass this unit. you &WM b. ado ix

implib the lossming of the Iona missal barasmosst.
domes dm kind of kolunisur which I caosidend sexual
binmuseat

COISIERf:
VA Wiled WY:

111111,..00

OlitireON bit Dim 110
rftiNtiaagoeinlopsefir ... tolfiggri.ilim="6"--1101110.1114...Ir.& 11.811:11%"*".111

-411drummigl.$1031111.
*110111~1.40,

nowt at an
OHM, are sa,
w1o1=1110 eat fgra=

" ONO FON

Alm WU oat
air Wawa and
tomb( Off

foot

1

This and the next
page are the first

and last of a 3 page
learning resource.

A photographic
sequence or
'photoplay' has
been developed by
the writers to
address the problem
of sexual
harassment.
There are many
issues which could

be treated this way.
The comic strip

nature of the
photoplay requires
considerable
thought and
execution.
You may need to get
help from a

Photographer/
actors and possibly
a script writer.
In writing learning
guides for your

subject area, can
you can use
photoplays or other
types of simulations

effectively.

1 20 115 born* 3
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Leo Sec stoottale0
teleettezersetat tent to ties1

cm. pew yew tel= 24
mew et tee tem* item let
mkt gmOf* or someibmg

The Phetep leY is
followed by:

a homer activity
immediate

feedback

a summary of the

main ideas or

issues arising from

the topic.

As with the previous

example on page

118, the quality of

the photographic

image is important.
line drawings are a

good alternative.

t

um% to. novae*
NOM MAW
el famairgw.

V

la Usk iplotoptay flas I rushing aticattas bee 2 'Wawa Num
frss her AWN' boo Oftwo tad varbasts, las.

amit, . ecoseating epeeeeleg atm

AnsIlsis
4 OW/ 4 WM

thanarios Wei Wimp duaisa the maw of tbs plictoplay.
Whet I waryiAl bar?

et

BasnPh 3

. ' :, ,
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T. we Ole
vett woo ebeell

be able II:

Cooelders

What Can I Do About Disorindnatbn?

ha mow lII3S deesoking essebstdeg
dbortsketles.

gesodt the forth= er she aoll,Disorkelaatlen Dowd
sod Roal Opperesseley 'Musa

Casa Setsot 1 41

May sed Bios me ormodowe lo a Sydney Mimi
Agway. A position hos boom evaisble h *team
brook et the eanspene: Ihry and Mem
hove ekes poililhadene ad how beds
applied ihr the koosibr to Cane. Nay k
*hind ihot ghee hes been sboos she
soWskomomilleesie mditegoold
he easier mil Mee far her ID
edam Moly soesehri esitb 2 ohildroo.

Cesa Orton 2

Abide works be hoer% Ho allots Wee end works
bent Akertok gay ko sells Embody beeousebis Mora
may el tele etworbere ere projudioed Melo boom
eatuda Weed elk oft soodsy dos Akereele sop ad he
boocasethol*estorefireetemdoltoodressenneiglool
oroosellogo Mb boss *see Noe aoeuree
some ea moue Abaft k* he doesesit atop
emonookbor. Ono dey.skessoch embeg,
Alberto knee bb Nam *Make kooafighe
sigh sOPIRMINIter MOM ens las oaths
epotierbelag etroublemoker imedffesks at
Ivor*.

Case studies real

or simulated are
used here as the

stimulus for learning.

Case studies are not

easy to write get

help from colleag LAW

who have written

them before.

Preferably use a team

approach to develop

them.

V

,
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Cus finnw 3

ROM is wee& heathy 'meg 'wan= wise enjoys
en ardor ridowyb. Maim a padWa vianot
whertbesama fore perk andoe sweadua. Ham
dada fhb him the sort afreehbo ob. weak! Da, mod
*Lobo= dr ambler dabs her kook bre& Ile
Payeand Moor tab ihione dad dm
ddbibly weal young wen fir ask&
aolleyhired agid aeon endelwichaftw
sweekbenerepheweee`narengemeash
*le pooh dw wheelbarrow. end ondod op
waft Ow Leek.

CASS STUDY 4

Dinh& b a Thine, wha earede bw bed TAPE
wage two days s weds sag works is s tetenite.
doe fortheether *may& IR= rho is woolope, she
usenlybuyeberkenkbaeladausaitikeweildaspea
thearoupeolhojenbabsql.roundoeseldedwoonwon
outlook her up seldom and whim& ewe dew She
madly wain and dwy have gone besh
bind= before she gees mho cab"
and then doe has eons& begun& Me
Mend, NO hw oo won, - wood
beboviourforohebays,esidelnoboabbre
take say 11101111511

ARNIM'
meowdrivyr

Graphics are

simple, but
striking.

central
placement gives

them added

emphasis, as

does the double

borders and

smaller

graphics inside

the boxes.

0 0 0 0 el al

kW* nal iscelbe, is seek al the bur etediek comae
ilkeekaimetlai vlisb is tablet plata

cam 1,401
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Foodhook
:w.emehow

Carp Sub 1

Okay io diotrtakatod wink boom obs is bolas dialed
Inalhe appootialty. Obo k Nag dittrikiaaltd WW1=

the clastitid slalom Was Ville mkt lz likaa to
avo, k tomo Oda Wm' balsam k batty limb kaiak.
whether ft io WM, or aot ihr kir holly to admits Th.
traiskr skald ha mild- Ur brio dam* aims.

can Elkok

Albano wat mild taus hats am rather Um tho
sink that the boo am about king a tradkmake. IUD k
dikiaiastioo at the gamodoollaval pookoma Abaft woo
wain about Wig, otaa ONO la was Wag add* Wawa
lb Amid Wks! en wads a a1ma1o14 to bio kw who
maid bays kw hes* asysibd ander Go Asighscrlidaatima

to prommt the beratamot Oka endisithig bkowthokoa. Ws
_Mk, is dilatakatka.

Caso fib* 3

Solna k dkohakatod global bum. allow Not. Ths
Ponsaml Mir kr tho shahs Rad sughadicad tie that all
wow ow wash lad boophis Oaks wane I. %iio
to band as only IMP math* Iiiduk. Aka rank Bekaa to
holm damild mod ith ogaorkwity. paotkokny hod mid
dam* OW motor kinked with Mks otaff shook him
ouch palladia attitadia

Cm Study 4

Deakik k sollahor sand hazaskant which is stkestaa her
watiak puma Wed, bar oolfwkaaa, sad kr abibty to rot at
with kr ;ham at the sobs&

Um lies. .

se...wo.5144%.14

I/ you Wyman, boat dkataiaatod whist is a pod tin
to try to oattio the =thy with tbo awn ar owapsay isookad.
Wawa tatty thy imattar oay kotbsr. Wyou met tbo
melon tido way, the Astialitotosiaatiaa Bawd Aran.
abb to help yoa.

The Aati-Disainkatias Board lo a govoranaat body which ka

The feedback
provide.] for the
case studies must
address the issues
tie writers believe
are crucial to the

learner
understanding the
topk.
Model answers are
best written by a
team: two (or more)
heads are better
than one.
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Assessment activifies

This section of the

learning

programme allows

the learner to

attempt an initial

test to determine

how much, or how
little, they need to

learn.

: :

Questions are

multiple-choke

We.
Other types of

assessment

activities could be

used, depending on

learning outcomes

of the guide.

5=1003

module

3 Anti- Discrimination and

Equal Opportunity

Clide the Mao you think mg doe* fits the Ibliowing tame.
flea chick your =men at the said, end swaill massifs wait
out c130.

1. Itiocrimination wane

a) to arm Dom another, Meant nation
b) babas boated donnaly bum others
a) Wag hula Masa* trom others in int lash' TM
d3 to miler by Wog bullied in the wcrimlace.

S. A.*1dIa1gatL 1M1ou ie

a) a tar to prereat disarimisition
b) mope bilkiencing podium* whoa discrimination

worliplear laws
d) lave isproasts diectimisatkla in certain circumeteneci-

3. Mord BaMilalanma OPPortsialtY Imps

a) 'bus embody realm the same crap
b) hake etalfain be &Ned to mice positiass
c) ppm emplaces blindest) paralysis thoir ler& skille ned

d) ersrplas isms the eisht to work

4. bkeit prineiple amine

a.) the but amployes receive en sword
the best supkiyme NI a pmr rim
the esiploppe et* the bast ability is peceneted
merit 004 way be awarded kr highly principled
sallaoYees.

S. diszual lisrarnisat means

a) when employees prelim* male to Swab =playas
b) des work fame along moue Una
a) bring tinibirly prossursd in a moat mama
cl) losidos may hi the wurkplace.
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IMAIIMAPIVADWAtr
111111sopt t

Self-assessment

answers included.

(Note inversion of

responses so that

homers don't
inadvertently look

for the answer!).

I. Rada origins ass

a) a rase condiuted slang original linos
b) the mimic ausetweity you balms to or moo hew
e) pea* who era noel
d) Wag tree to your contiby sod culture

T. Plinks) or mental levavdramiles weans

a) to Its doubly disadvantaged
Di 10 have ander= Opoistioo

te have an latellsetod hay disability( to be unemployable

g . Aillraudive sedan Insane

a) row patios) party
b) whoa disadnatapd map ase pen eddithwal aseistance
4 ae setplaysont avow
d) to albs yews action

O. The NSW Aatidiacetsdastlico Saud

1 O.

A Savers

YOUR MAR

Mao/ morpt:
tO

a) a meths baud kr Wag disirealeatiso complaints
It) a NSW wow which advises so cocaplidets about

crocrissisallas
4 a suhoonaittss sttselod to a cusepsafe Board erDireeten

which dub with dlacrislastiot
di a NSW agency which administers arms*, mikes

Podisdko wane

a) to be waseed about asoathiag la edemas
b) Wed. oder mow
4 to stair diassimalastiae bty judges
di to haws a saptive OMAN shout somathing without having

ackv wol bowls* about it

CP)01 (q) litilliP)L01.)0(')i)p)f (2)15 P) 1

nis tot has blot destmd to Idahlight lb. areas ta this mods&
in which mil sand to& the most clock. Other prig you may
already know, arcd will be able to wadi through quite qui4dy.

Whim Ian have finished go modals. Cie this test agoia and sie If
you osa pt 100%.

Learners can score test to show

degree of learning accomplished.
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successful

completion of
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Use of 1ms/false
questions.

Appropriate given
the learning task.

Learner directed
to answers for
immediate

feedback

Activity 1.1

Activity !earner review of

safelY

To en kaww. po uniwaand the wiwy poky, and dm so* porrqr
rahroant to the slap coAdo you work kaccork vkadwr
the foktning daimon ono kw or falso. IIe *ink a *ammo b Iol,e, woks
comedy

1. The company recognises Ma erroloyees haw responsiblicies regarding Mee
safety. TRUE/FALSE

2. You are required to use safety oquiPment whom 1Pookid.
TRUFJFALSE

a Responsibty for VW prevemion of accidents belongs fundament* with the
=many. TRUE/FALSE

4. YOW primwy concern for safety al wont Is to yourself.
TRUE/FALSE

5. The conwany to Wilted under the Act, to provide toadies for the weans of
envier= but Is not Wiled to do so. TRUENALM

6, The company e4 maintain plant Ina Safe etwition. TRUEFALSE

T. The ervesioyer Is rewired to ensure that employees use wiy safely
eqapment provided *inert specified. TRUE/FALSE

8. Company presided safety equipment must be kept dean end effective bY the
person using OW equipment TRUE/FALSE

FOr feedback on tits activity turn the page and also diauss your enviers srAth your
mum person.

Module 1 pace 5
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This and the next page

are the first two pages of

ten page superviseir's

checklist from on-the-job

assessment.

LvityActi number ................... Name ...--..... ..... ............,.................--

Hydrotest Field Activity
Supervisor's Checklist

A. Cleaning and inspecting the threads

1. Did the operator put on protective clothing?

CI No 1.3 Yes

2. Did the operator inspect the threads correctly?

El No 0 Yes

3. Did the operator check all seals and 0-rings?

ID No CI Yes

Comments:

1
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B. Attaeding and tightening the test subs

I . Did the operator apply lubricant to both portions of the
thread?

Male 0 No 0 Yes
Female 0 No 0 Yes

2. Did the operator use the overhead crane for assembling the
larger vessels?

0 No 0 Yes

3. Did the operator ask for assistance?

El No 0 Yes

4. 13id the operatorapply maximum torque using 36 inch chain

tongs?

Commees:

C. The fill-up stage

1. Did the operator check the threads and 0-ring of the Pioneer
Coupling before fitting?

0 No CI Yes

2
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Feedback to developer
.. N.. 1 1 ..

TRAINING MODULE FEEDBACK

Please provide your feedback on this module. Perticularly note arty problems or
mistakes that you have found. Suggest rmy stienatIons which you think may intprove
the module.

MODULE NO; MU*

Page
No

CONTENT

ACTWITIES

ORGANISATION

EXPRESSON

ASSESSMENT

Thank you Ior your astaStance In prong this baba&

130

One style of feedback sheet for

the learner to complete.

Keep them simple,

awn* 1
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Introduction

This learning guide is designed to help you write your own guides
for use in education or training.

Learning guides are structured booklets designed to direct a
learner through a series of learning activities, and to a range of
resources, to achieve industry specified competencies or learning
outcomes.

This learning guide will guide you through the relevant sections
of the manual entitled Designing learning guides for TAFE and
industry by Peter Bruhn and Hugh Guthrie. You will work with
this text and undertake specified activities which will help you
gain the knowledge and skills to be able to produce quality
learning guides and programmes. On completing each activity
there will be a self-check section which will provide you with the
necessary feedback.

lb meet the learning outtomes of this guide you will need to set
aside about 15-20 hours (i.e. 2-3 working days) to complete the
learning activities and undertake the final assessment. (This may
be spread over a number of weeks however.)

How to write o learning Ode
)91.
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Learning outcomes

On successful completion of the learning programme, you will
be able to:

Performance:

Write a learning guide, of appropriate length, for an
identified education or training need.

Conditions:

With the aid of the publication Designing learning guides for

TAFE and industry (Bruhn and Guthrie), access to suitable
resource people (e.g. training consultants, instructional
designers, graphic designers, etc.) and the necessary
equipment and materials.

Standards:

The learning guide must:

be written at a level, and in a style, appropriate for the
intended audience(s).

contain all the essential elements of a learning guide (e.g.
introduction, learning outcomes, activities, feedback, reviews,
final assessment, etc.).

contain a mixt= of text and graphics.

be consistent with the presentation guidelines outlined in the
accompanying manual.

be free of spelling and grammatical errors.

have a cover which easily identifies the topic, organisation
and series number (if appropriate).

be in a format suitable for its intended use.

be bound and packaged appropriately.

2 130
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'lb achieve the learning outcome you will need to:

identify the training need or problem and write a brief
synopsis about it.

produce a brief description of the intended users.

establish a design team to assist you with developing the
learning guide.

produce a cover, title and contents pages.

write the introduction and learning outcomes statements.

identify any pre-requisite knowledge and skills needed by the
learner before undertaking the learning programme.

select and evaluate learning resources and produce
evaluation records.

list all resources your learner will need to complete the
learning programme.

design learning activities to allow your learners to use and
learn from chosen resources.

write self-assessment and feedback sections.

produce reviews or summaries.

produce a final assessment section to assess your learner's
performance against the stated learning outcome(s).

write a further reading or references section.

How b wrib a homing guide 3
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Pre-Reauisiles

No previous experience writing learning guides is required.

However, as a teacher/trainerrmstructor you will be expected to
have an understanding of how adults learn, teaching strategies
and methods, assessment and resource-based learning.

If you haven't had much experience in producing horning resoutres
before you should read Part I of Bnihn and Guthrie. (The book on

which this learning guide is based.) This will provide some of the

background you may need. Appendix A of Bruhn and Guthrie may

also be helpful.

Iniended audience

TAFE teachers who need to write education and training

programmes.

Trainers and instructors in industry.

Supervisors with a significant training role within their

organisation.

4
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Resources
,

'lb use this learning guide you will need to have access to:

the publication entitled Designing learning guides for TAFE
and industry written by Peter Bruhn and Hugh Guthrie. This
is referred to as 'the manual' in the rest of this learning
guide.

any necessary resource people, such as subject matter
experts, industry trainers, instructional designers, librarians,
graphic artists, photographers, word processors, etc.

a computer to allow you to produce drafts and final copy of
the text and graphics for the learning guide.

a library or other facilities (such as a learning resource
centre), especially if you have plans to obtain, evaluate or
develop further learning resources.

Key to symbols
" ,

These symbols are located on the left hand side of the page. They
indicate an action which should be taken at a particular stage of
the learning guide.

,, . ci:,,

:.` ,',
,

4.,\:;;;,
W..,in,

!.%

discuss

meet

evaluate

list

write

How to writs a homing guide 5
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Learning acthfities

Activity 1 - Stating the problem

Identify what it is you want the learning guide to achieve.

Read pp. 25-26 of the manual. Write a statement of the
problem or identified need and compare it with the one presented
on p.26. (Your statement may be shorter, but should not be any
longer than the example).

Obtain feedback from your colleagues (or members of your design
team if you have decided to form one at this stage. See pages 33-
34 of the manual and Activity 3 in this guide) and see if they
agree with the statement You may call a meeting to do this or
just circulate your statement. Alternatively you could circulate
the statement AND THEN call a meeting. Amend the statement
as necessary.

Activity - Finding and evaluating resources

Having identified what the guide is going to do, you will now need
to investigate what learning resources are available and evaluate
their suitability for inclusion in your learning guide.

Read pp. 27-28. Produce a brief proposal on how you plan to
locate learning resources. Have a colleague critique the process.
Next (if you wish) locate and list resources which appear relevant
to the topic covered by your learning guide. Obtain copies of
resources if possible.

Read pp, 2942 of the manual. Locate and select at least two
potential learning resources. Using the evaluation checklist write
an evaluation report for each. (Use the example on p.32 as a
guide.) You may wish to include other items on the evaluation
record, depending on your own requirements. The checklist on
pp.30-31 may provide inspiration!

Show the evaluations to an appropriate colleague for feedback.
(This person could be a curriculum or training officer - or an
instructional designer.)

6
13.1
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Activity 3 - Forming a team

From within (or even possibly outside!) your organisation,
establish a small team to help you write the learning guide.
(You may have formed such a team already during Activity 1.)
Determine where you believe you need help. Is it with design?
Content?

Read pp. 33-34 of the manual. Produce a list which identifies
who the team members are, where they are located and what
their respective responsibilities will be.

Send the list to each member of the team and call a meeting to
discuss time frames, cost, proposed format, etc. Document these
and decide who will take on the co-ordinating role. (lb get most
out of this and later activities it would be you!)

Activity 4 Writing the guide - getting started
You can now start writing your learning guide. Pages 35-71 of the
manual provide detailed information on the parts of the learning
guide. More detailed material is available in the 3 references
listed at the end of this guide. They will be particularly useful in
this activity and in activities 5-10. Borrow these from a library or
resource centre if you can. You may wish to purchase one or more

of them after you have completed this package.

Read pp. 35-36 to obtain an overview of the guide. At this stage
make some notes (and discuss with colleagues or your team the
sorts of sections which your guide will need to contain).

Next read pp. 43-52 of the manual which covers writing your
introduction and learning outcomes sections. (The earlier
sections on cover, title and contents pages will be dealt with

later.) These first two sections, especially the learning outcomes,

are the basis of the whole learning guide and you should spend

some time working through this activity to make sure your
statements are clear and reflect what you want the learner to
achieve when they have completed the guide.



You may need to revise the learning outcomes in the light of
Activities 7 and 9. An alternative way of doing things is to
attempt this acfivity, then do Activities 7 and 9 straight away to
help you to refine the learning outcomes and assessment
processes.

It is importa,nt that you receive as much feedback as possible
during this activity. Consult frequently with appropriate team
member(s) or colleagues to ensure that these seclions are
written as precisely as you can.

Activity 5 - Writing the guide - audiences,
pre-requisites and resources
Read pp.52-55 of the manual and then write the sections
relating to pre-requisites, intended audiences and resources.

Show your drafts to the appropriate team member(s) or
colleagues who will provide you with the necessary feedback.
Change as appropriate.

Activity - Writing the guide - producing the
learning activities
This activity will constitute the mAjor learning activity of the
guide. It requires you to design the learning activities which link
the learner to the resources.

First, read pp. 5641 of the manual. Second, don't try to write
this section alone, get a colleague, an industry trainer or
instructional designer to help you plan out ti.e learning activities.
Third, look at the various activities incorporated into the
learning guide examples provided at the end of the manual, to
assist you with this activity.

List alternative approaches that could be used.

Share the outcomes of this collaboration with other colleagues
and team members. Ask them to act as 'critical friends' and to
provide you with comments on the alternative learning activities
you propose for the guide.

Choose the most suitable range of activities for your purpose and
list these.

8
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Finally you need to put the activities into a logical sequence.
Produce a rough mock-up ef this section of the guide. The
whole guide will be refined later (see Activity 12).

Incorporate or develop the resources evaluated in Activity 2 as
appropriate. Develop new resources if necessary (refer to Activity
12 and pages 73-74 if appropriate). Make sure that the resources
section of the guide (discussed in Activity 5) lists where and how
any necessary resources are available.

Activity 7 - Wrifing the guide providing feedback
Once the team is in agreement with the planned activities you
will need to write the self-help questions and answers. This
provides the feedback loop so that the learner can find out how he
or she is doing afte.r the completion of a prescribed acdvity.

Read pp. 61.64 of the manual. Refer W the examples of
learning guides at the end of the manual and see how other
guide writers have incorporated the self-help questions and
answers into their guides. Write your own self-assessment
questions and answers. (Note: Feedback can be provided by
resource people available to the learner rather than written into
the guide.)

Consult with the appropriate team member or colleague to
comment on your proposed learner feedback mechanisms.

&A.

Activity 8 - Writing the guide - reviews and
summaries
It is recommended that you write a brief review or summary
section for your learners.

Read pp. 6447 of the manual about writing reviews.
Alternatively you can design a learning activity so that the
learners have to produce their own review. Write the review
section.

Activity 9 - Writing the guide - the final assessment

Read p. 613 of the manual and refer te the final assessment
sections presented in the examples of learning guides at the end
of the manual. Look at the checklist that has been developed to
assess if the learner has achieved the learning outcome(s).



You must now write the section which directs the learner to
undertake a final assessment (or competency assessment)
based on the learning outcome(s) you wrote earlier (see Activity 4).

Use your industry trainer or a person with a background in
assessment to evaluate or critique your proposed final
amassment for the learning guide.

Activity 10 - Writing the guide the glossary
This activity is optional. If you are writing a learning guide
which contains terms unfamiliar to the learner you may need to
write a glossary If you need to include one in your guide, read
pp. 88-89 of the manual. Use the example on page as a guide
for producing your own glossary.

Activity 1 1 - Writing the guide references and
further reading
The final section of a learning guide is the references or further
reading section. Read pp. 70-71 of the manual. Produce your
own annotated list. Get a team member to check it. This
section is useful for those learners who wish to extend their
background knowledge and skills.

Activity 12 - Writing the guide bringing it all
together
This final activity should be a team effort. This is the stage
where the guide can be assembled and the cover, title and
contents pages produced. (Read pp. 3842 of the manual). If
appropriate, consult with a graphic designer at this stage about
the final look of the guide. For your own information, read
pp. 75-87 regarding presentation guidelines for learning guide

writers.

If you need to include extra information sheets, etc., refer to
pp. 78-74 on writing supplementary materials. By the end of this
activity the package should be complete. Make sure you get some

comments on it at this stage from a range of experts: it's best if
they have had nothing to do with its development so far.

10
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Review

Now that you have worked through the programme, let us review
the =Or steps in writing a learning guide:

1. You identified the education/training need or problem for
which a learning guide will need to be developed.

2. You identified what learning resources were available and
produced a written evaluation summary of these.

3. You established your learning guide design team.

4. You methodically went about preparing each section of the
learning guide, in consultation with appropriate team
members or colleagues.

5. You incorporated optional sections, such as a glossary or
supplementary materials, into your learning guide.

6. When all the sections had been written and approved by the
team, the team's designer assisted you and the other
members in producing the final product. This included the
cover, title and contents pages, packaging and the overall look
of the guide. The completed package was shown to other
experts for comment.

,,, ,,,,,,
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Final assessment

The final assessment of this programme is based on the learning
outcomes detailed on pages 2 and 3 of the guide.

You will be required to submit your final learning guide to an
assessment panel who have had no previous involvement with its
development.

This assessment panel will be chosen by a senior member of your
organisation and may comprise:

a member of staff with expertise in the content area covered
by the learning guide

a curriculum or training specialist

an instructional designer or educational technologist

a graphic designer

a person from another educational institution or
organisation.

The criteria for determining your successful completion of the
programme is listed under the learning outcomes standards on
page 2 of this guide.

-;').
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Further reading n,
Hartley, James. (1985) Designing instructional text. 2nd
edition. Kogan Page, London.

This book has become one of the standard references on
designing and writing instructional materials. It emphasises
layout and the visual presentation of text and diagrams. It
also contains current research on typography and its use in
instructional materials. Highly recommended.

Heinich, Robert, Molenda, Michael and Russell, James.
(1982) Instructional media and the new technologies of
instruction. John Wiley and Sons.

A well-presented book on the design and use of the full range
of instructional media Has 13 appraisal checklists on various
media. These checklists are useful for evaluating learning
resources.

Rowntree, Derek. (1986) Thaching through self-instruction. A
practical handbook for course developers. Kogan Page,
London.

If you are serious about writing learning guides you should
purchase this book; it's one of our favourite texts on learning
mathrials development. 386 pages in length and covers every
aspect of producing self-instrucfional materials. Should be in
every guide writer's reference library. Great value.
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